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Abstract 
Liquid-liquid transitions (LLTs) between two liquid phases with different 
structures but identical compositions have been found in all types of liquids. In this 
work a liquid-liquid transition in the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 bulk metallic glass-
forming alloy is revealed using a quasi-static cooling protocol in the ultra-viscous 
state. The slow cooling lowers the glass transition of the liquid which at standard 
cooling rates obscures the LLT. The LLT shows a structural, dynamical and 
thermodynamic signature. The structure is investigated in situ using high energy 
synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD). The dynamical cross-over from a highly 
temperature dependent liquid to a liquid which is less affected by temperature is 
observed in situ by x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) and ex situ 
through laboratory-based techniques like dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA), 
thermomechanical analysis (TMA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
The thermodynamic signature is measured ex situ using DSC.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Phasenübergänge in der Flüssigkeit zwischen zwei flüssigen Phasen mit 
unterschiedlicher Struktur aber identischer chemischer Zusammensetzung wurden 
in vielen verschiedenen Flüssigkeiten nachgewiesen. In dieser wissenschaftlichen 
Arbeit wurde ein Flüssig-Flüssig-Phasenübergang in der hochviskosen 
unterkühlten Schmelze der metallisches massivglasformenden Legierung 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 mit Hilfe eines quasistatischen Kühlprotokolls entdeckt. 
Das quasistatische Kühlen verschiebt den Glasübergang, der den Flüssig-Flüssig-
Phasenübergang bei höheren Raten verdeckt, zu niedrigeren Temperaturen und 
ermöglicht so die Beobachtung des Phasenüberganges. Der Übergang zeigt 
Signaturen in der Struktur, der Dynamik und der Thermodynamik. Die Struktur 
wurde durch Röntgenbeugungsexperimente mit Hilfe hochenergetischer 
Synchrotronröntgenstrahlung untersucht. Die dynamische Signatur des Übergangs 
wurde in situ mittels synchrotronbasierter Röntgenkorrelationsspektroskopie und 
ex situ mittels verschiedener laborbasierter Techniken wie dynamisch 
mechanischer Analyse (DMA), thermo-mechanischer Analyse (TMA) und 
Kalorimetrie (DSC) nachgewiesen. Die thermodynamische Signatur wurde mittels 
DSC untersucht.  
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1 Introduction 
The investigation of glasses concerning thermodynamics, kinetics and structure is 
indivisibly connected to the properties of the corresponding liquid as the glass 
possesses the structure of the liquid at the temperature where it was frozen-in [1]. 
Therefore, the liquid is the key to understand the thermodynamic and kinetic 
behavior and as well as the structure of a glass. Unfortunately, the investigation of 
the liquid state is challenging as no long-range order exists, which facilitate the 
investigation of crystalline materials. But the atomic interaction is still decisive for 
a correct description of the liquid in contrast to gases. For this reason, the structure 
and its relation to thermodynamic and kinetic properties in liquids is still an 
unsolved problem [1].  
To shed light upon thermodynamics, kinetics and structure of liquids, sophisticated 
experimental techniques, like the experimental setups installed at 3rd generation 
synchrotrons, are necessary. The high intensity X-ray diffraction (XRD) setups 
which are available e.g. at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) 
and the Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron (DESY) allow the observation of tiny 
changes in the still unknown structure of liquids. For the investigation of the 
atomic dynamics of glasses and liquids a new technique has been developed within 
the last two decades. X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) is a 
synchrotron-based technique and allows the measurements of the dynamics of 
glasses and liquids in the vicinity of the glass transition with partially coherent x-
rays.  
A liquid can exist in different configurations as a function of temperature or 
pressure without changes in the composition. This phenomenon is called 
polyamorphism. The transition from one configuration to another one is called 
liquid-liquid transition (LLT). LLTs have been found in a broad spectrum of 
liquids [2–6] suggesting it to be a general phenomenon. 
XPCS, XRD and further laboratory-based methods have been used to investigate 
the structure, kinetics and thermodynamics of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 (at%) 
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gold based metallic glass and its liquid. The investigated alloy shows a LLT below 
the conventional glass transition, which has never been observed before in a 
metallic glass but is suggested based on general considerations [7]. 
 
3 
 
2 State of the Art 
2.1 Bulk Metallic Glasses 
2.1.1 History and perspective 
Metallic glasses, which are also called amorphous metals, were discovered in 1960 
[8]. Duwez et al. cast a thin film of an Au-Si alloy, which did not crystallize during 
the processing and exhibited an amorphous structure. Before, only vapor deposited 
amorphous layers have been built [9]. After this initial ignition, researchers started 
to develop new metallic glass-forming alloys. Due to the better understanding of 
the glass formation in metallic systems, the critical casting thickness has 
continuously been improved. The early binary alloys like the Au-Si system 
required critical cooling rate of 106 K s-1 resulting in critical casting thicknesses in 
the range of micrometers [10], whereas the multicomponent alloys reach 
thicknesses in the range of centimeters, which requires cooling rates of only 1 K s-1 
[11]. Since 1990, metallic glasses with critical casting thicknesses of more than 1 
mm, so called bulk metallic glasses (BMG), can be produced. The best glass 
formers are beryllium containing alloys. But due to the toxicity of beryllium, 
especially during the processing, they are not usable for industrial and medical 
applications. Since the last decade the alloy development has been focused on 
beryllium-free alloys containing cheap industrial grade raw elements. Among these 
beryllium-free alloys is an alloy with a critical casting thickness of more than 1 cm 
that has been developed by the chair of metallic materials at Saarland University in 
2012. This alloy could become a trailblazer for metallic glasses as structural 
material as it has been licensed for industrial usage [Patent: 1. Bulk metallic glass 
forming alloy J. Heinrich, R. Busch, EP 2 597 166 B1, accepted: 15.10.2014].  
The development of new alloys is just one step to get metallic glasses into 
application using their unique mechanical properties (see section 2.1.2). Another 
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step is the development of new processing techniques allowing the production of 
large numbers of parts to be competitive in comparison to conventional materials. 
Besides casting techniques, additive manufacturing like selective laser melting has 
emerged in the last years, which is ideal for the processing of metallic glasses. The 
selective laser melting process possesses intrinsically high cooling rates of 103-105 
K s-1, which allow the fabrication of metallic glasses from powder wrought 
material.  
The combination of cheap alloys and new processing techniques could be the 
decisive factor to get amorphous metals into industrial application, what has early 
been impeded by too high raw material costs and expensive manufacturing. 
2.1.2 Properties and Applications 
Bulk metallic glasses (BMG) have a very unique combination of properties due to 
the missing crystalline structure. They exhibit an elastic limit of about 2% like 
polymers in combination with a yield strength of more than 3 GPa, e.g. [11–13], 
which is 3 times higher than the yield strength of steels (see Figure 2-1). 
They reach almost their theoretical strength which is the stress needed to overcome 
the atomic bonding force (see Figure 2-2), due to the different deformation 
mechanism in BMGs in comparison to crystalline metals. In crystalline metals 
plastic deformation is performed by dislocations, which are generated and move at 
stresses which are significantly smaller than the theoretical strength of the material. 
This deformation mechanism is missing in BMGs. The high yield strength together 
with the high elastic limit makes BMGs interesting candidates as structural 
material. The high hardness of BMGs is advantageous for applications where wear 
resistance is needed. Due to the mechanical properties and the size restrictions 
BMGs are an ideal material for small high strength parts in aviation industry, 
medical engineering and mechanical engineering. Beside the unique mechanical 
properties, magnetic Fe-, Ni-, Co-based BMGs exhibit very good soft magnetic 
properties as no grain boundaries exist where magnetic domains can be pinned at. 
For this reason, magnetic BMGs can follow changes in the magnetization direction 
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easily which is the key property defining a good soft magnet. Typical applications 
for soft magnetic BMGs are transformer cores, magnetic strips in theft protection 
systems and current metering sensors.  
Looking at the casting process, BMGs have another very advantageous property. 
Due to the missing crystallization, the volume shrinkage of 2-5% during 
crystallization does not occur, what makes near net-shape production possible. 
Finest contours in a die casting mold are filled and no holding pressure is needed 
during the casting process.  
The Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy, which is investigated in this thesis is 
promising for jewelry application due to its interesting color and high hardness in 
comparison to conventional crystalline gold-based alloys. The properties are 
described more detailed in section 3.1.1. 
 
Figure 2-1: Comparison of strength and elastic limit for several classes of materials after 
Telford [11]. Metallic glasses (blue) exhibit the highest strength in combination with an 
elastic limit comparable to polymers.  
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Figure 2-2: Elastic limit in MPa over the Young’s modulus (GPA) for different classes of 
materials. The elastic limit of metallic glasses (red oval) reaches almost the theoretical 
strength. Crystalline materials like Mg alloys, Al alloys and steels exhibit lower elastic 
limits. The Figure is reproduced from [14]. 
2.1.3 Structure 
BMGs obtain their unique mechanical properties, which are described in the 
previous section 2.1.2, from their amorphous structure. For this reason, the 
structure of BMGs is shortly described in this section.  
The structure of solids can be crystalline or amorphous. Crystals show long-range 
order through the periodic arrangement of the atoms. Amorphous solids (glasses) 
are frozen liquids, which possess the amorphous structure of the liquid, which 
possesses no long-range order. The structure of crystalline material is in 
comparison to glasses relatively easy to investigate by diffraction methods as the 
atoms arrange periodically in a lattice. This fact does not diminish the effort made 
in the field of crystallography. Already the existence of a scientific field like 
crystallography proofs the complexity of the structure of crystalline materials. The 
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fact rather shows that structure determination in liquids and glasses is even more 
difficult.  
The structure of a glass is not distinguishable from the structure of the supercooled 
liquid at the temperature where it was frozen-in [1]. Therefore, the structure of the 
liquid state is the key to understand the glassy structure as well. Very little is 
known about the structure of glasses and liquids in general, but especially for 
atomic glass-formers like BMGs. In polymeric and oxidic glass-formers, at least 
the bricks from which the structure is built are known. In polymeric glasses the 
bricks are the polymer chains, in oxidic glass-formers like GeO2 and SiO2 there are 
GeO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra which are linked over the oxygen as bridging element 
with each other. In those glasses, the spatial arrangement of the chains and 
tetrahedra is the still debated part. In oxide glasses the long-range order seems to be 
destroyed by internal strains that cause a large scatter in the bond angle making a 
periodic arrangement impossible [15]. But as already said, the short-range order of 
the atoms is known. This is a big advance in comparison to BMGs. 
In metallic liquids and glasses the short-range order is unknown. There is short-
range order and even medium-range order over a few atomic distances, but the 
exact atomic arrangement is still not clear. Although the first pioneering work on 
atomic structure in metallic glasses and melts suggested a rather randomly packed 
structure [16–18], there is good evidence that the atoms arrange in icosahedra [17] 
and similar clusters [19]. An icosahedron is a regular polygon with 12 corners and 
20 planes, where it is named after. It consists of 13 atoms, from which 12 are 
placed in corners and one is in the center of the polygon. An icosahedron is a 
highly symmetric polygon with a five-fold symmetry. Looking at the single 
icosahedron, it has a lower energy state with respect to structures found in crystals 
like face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal (hcp) [20]. Using the Lennard-Jones 
potential, the binding energy of an atom in one of the corners to its neighbors is in 
a first approximation about 10% higher than in a fcc structure. This makes single 
icosahedra in liquids more stable than a fcc-structure. But the phase space cannot 
be filled with icosahedra as they possess a five-fold symmetry. Therefore, they are 
energetically less favourable than fcc- and hcp- structures on a global scale. The 
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fact that they are locally favored but not globally could explain some phenomena as 
eutectics in multicomponent melts [21], the large undercooling of glass-forming 
liquids and phenomena like liquid-liquid phase transitions [22], which is the main 
topic of this work. Thanks to sophisticated techniques like neutron scattering in 
combination with levitation and angstrom-beam electron diffraction (ABED), the 
existence of icosahedra could be proved in monatomic liquid melts [23] and in a 
metallic glass [24]. With ABED it was possible for the first time to see icosahedral 
cluster not only in a diffraction pattern, but in a two-dimensional projection. Figure 
2-3 shows the results of the ABED measurements and the expected appearance 
from simulations. Beside the experimental progress the development of structure 
models enlarged the scientific knowledge of structure determination in liquids and 
glasses. In the last decade, the efficient cluster packing model suggested by Miracle 
[25–28] has been successful in describing the structure of metallic glasses as well 
as predicting new glass-forming compositions only based on topological aspects 
and dense packing. 
 
Figure 2-3: Icosahedral clusters observed in metallic glass-former Zr80Pt20 by angstrom-
beam electron diffraction and the corresponding clusters expected from simulation. The 
figure has been has been reproduced from [24].  
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Miracle Model 
The model is based on several assumptions: (a) there is a maximum of four 
topologically different species in metallic glasses. The solvent atom species Ω, 
which is the atom species with the highest portion in the alloy, and three different 
solute species with decreasing atomic radii from α over β to γ. (b) The atoms form 
clusters. The primary clusters are α-centered Ω clusters. The coordination number 
of the cluster, which is the number of next neighbors of the α species, depends on 
the size ratio between α and Ω species. (c) The clusters are arranged in face-
centered cubic or hexagonal structures to fill the phase space efficiently. (d) The 
clusters can be vertex-, edge- and face-sharing leading to different sizes of inter-
cluster octahedral and tetrahedral interstices within this structure, which the β, γ 
species occupy. Figure 2-4 illustrates the structural arrangement proposed by the 
model two-dimensionally (Figure 2-4a) and three-dimensionally (Figure 2-4b). The 
two-dimensional schematic picture shows the primary α-centered and secondary β-
centered clusters in the <100> plane of a fcc cluster structure. In the three-
dimensional visualization the α sites are surrounded by Ω icosahedral clusters (not 
visible) and the β species (purple) occupies the octahedral interstices and the γ 
species (red) the tetrahedral interstices. The model concentrates on the topological 
aspects of glass formation and is quite successful in describing the structure of 
glass-forming alloys. To further improve the predictive capability for new glass-
forming alloys the model was modified [29] to account for the chemical interaction 
of different species. The α species is selected not only by the ratio of the atomic 
radii with respect to the solvent species but also by the heat of mixing of the 
different species.  
Despite the fundamental approach using topology and chemistry, the model 
oversimplifies the reality limiting the model to some specific alloy systems where 
it can be helpful to find new glass-forming alloys. The structure of metallic glass-
formers remains a puzzle [1], which has to be solved using advanced experimental 
techniques and simulations. 
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Figure 2-4: a) Schematic two-dimensional illustration of the clusters suggested by the 
Miracle. b) Three-dimensional model of the efficiently solute centered atomic clusters 
proposed by Miracle. The figure is taken from [27].  
2.1.4 Glass formation and prevention of crystallization 
A glass, no matter if it is a polymeric, oxidic or metallic glass is formed when the 
viscosity of a liquid has increased upon cooling to a value of about 1012 Pa s and 
crystallization has been avoided. The most descriptive way to explain 
crystallization or rather the way to circumvent it, is a time-temperature-transition 
(TTT) diagram. Figure 2-5 shows a schematic TTT diagram of a glass-forming 
liquid. As can be seen, the crystallization range of the liquid in the diagram looks 
like a nose. The nose is a result of the interplay between the kinetics and the 
thermodynamics of the undercooled liquid.  
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Figure 2-5: Schematic time- temperature-transition diagram of a glass-forming alloy. The 
cooling rate (dashed line) must be fast enough to avoid the crystallization (grey area) of the 
supercooled liquid below the liquidus temperature Tl to form a glass at the glass transition 
temperature Tg. 
Crystallization is a first order phase transition for which a thermodynamic driving 
force is needed. The Gibbs free energy of the crystal Gx must be smaller than the 
Gibbs free energy of the liquid Gl:  
𝐺𝑙 − 𝐺𝑥 =  𝛥𝐺𝑙−𝑥 < 0. 
This is the case below the liquidus temperature of the material as illustrated in 
Figure 2-6. But crystallization does not occur immediately. There is an energy 
barrier which must be overcome to crystallize the liquid. This barrier is the 
interfacial energy between the forming nuclei of the crystal and the remaining 
liquid. Therefore, ΔGl-x is given by: 
𝛥𝐺𝑙−𝑥 =  −𝛥𝐺𝑉 + 𝛥𝐺𝑆, 
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Figure 2-6: Gibbs free energy curves of liquid and crystal. Below the liquidus temperature 
Tl of the material, there is a driving force (ΔGl-x) for crystallization of the supercooled 
liquid.  
where ΔGv is the energy gain by crystallization of the volume V, which is negative, 
and ΔGS is the energy required to form the liquid solid interface. When spherical 
nuclei are considered  
𝛥𝐺𝑙−𝑥 =  −
4
3
𝜋𝑟3𝛥𝑔𝑣 + 4𝜋𝑟
2𝜎, 
where r is the radius of the nucleus, Δgv is the energy gain per volume unit and σ is 
the interfacial energy per area unit. The critical radius r* is given as  
𝑟∗ =  
2𝜎
𝛥𝑔𝑣
, 
where ΔGl-x exhibits its maximum. When this critical size is reached by a nucleus, 
the system lowers its energy by growing the nucleus and the material begins to 
crystallize. The height of the energy barrier ΔG* is then 
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𝛥𝐺∗ =  
16𝜋
3
𝜎3
𝛥𝑔𝑣
2. 
As 𝛥𝑔𝑣 ∝  𝛥𝑇, where ΔT is the undercooling, r
* and ΔG* decrease with the 
undercooling [30]. But the kinetics and diffusivity slow down rapidly with 
temperature. 
As already mentioned, these two factors determine the TTT diagram. At high 
temperatures above the nose, the driving force for crystallization is small and 
therefore the critical radius of a stable nucleus is large, which leads to long 
crystallization times. At very low temperature below the nose close to the glass 
transition the kinetics are very sluggish and the low diffusivity impedes the 
formation and growth of stable nuclei. At the temperature where the crystallization 
nose is, the combination of relatively fast kinetics and large driving forces is 
advantageous for crystallization resulting in the shortest time before the 
crystallization occurs.  
From nucleation and growth, some rules to stabilize the liquid against 
crystallization in the supercooled liquid state can be identified. 
Thermodynamically, two ways of stabilizing a liquid are possible. At first, the 
driving force for crystallization ΔGl-x should be small, which means that the energy 
gain by crystallizing a liquid should be a small as possible even for large 
undercoolings. Secondly, the interfacial energy ΔGS between liquid and solid 
should be high. It determines the height of the energy barrier and the critical size of 
the nucleus. The higher the interfacial energy, the more stable is the liquid against 
crystallization [31]. From the kinetics, it is clear, that the liquid should exhibit 
sluggish dynamics already at the melting point to slow down the atomic diffusivity 
to impede the formation and growth of crystals. The more stable the liquid is 
against crystallization, the further the crystallization nose is shifted to longer times 
in the TTT diagram. Figure 2-7 compares a good (red) and a bad (black) glass-
forming liquid. For the good glass-former the crystallization is shifted to longer 
times and the critical cooling rate needed to form a glass is significantly smaller 
resulting in a larger critical casting thickness. 
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Figure 2-7: Schematic TTT diagram of a good (red, dotted line) and a bad (black) glass-
forming liquid. The crystallization nose of the good glass-former is shifted to longer times. 
2.2 Glass transition 
The glass transition is a kinetic phenomenon. When crystallization is avoided upon 
cooling a liquid, it ultimately freezes into a glass. The cooling rate which is needed 
to avoid crystallization is an intrinsic property of each alloy, which has been 
discussed in section 2.1.4. The glass transition occurs when the liquid is not able to 
arrange its structure to the temperature changes that are made. It freezes and 
behaves as a solid on the observation time scale. 
Figure 2-8 illustrates the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation time 
in the liquid. In good metallic glass-formers, like Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5, the 
structural relaxation time increases more than ten orders of magnitude from the 
liquidus temperature Tl to the glass transition temperature Tg in just a few hundred 
degrees. The structural relaxation time is the time which is required to reach a  
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Figure 2-8: Temperature dependence of the structural relaxation time in liquid and glass 
shown schematically. The glass transition occurs in the range of 10-1,000 s for normal 
cooling rates. The relaxation time at the liquidus temperature Tl is about ten orders of 
magnitude lower. The relaxation time at the liquidus temperature does not dependent on 
the cooling rate but deviates considerably among liquids.  
complete rearrangement of the configuration in the liquid. Upon cooling this is the 
minimum time required for the atomic arrangement to adapt to the new 
temperature.  As soon as the observation time scale -which is inversely 
proportional to the cooling rate- becomes smaller than the structural relaxation 
time, the liquid is unable to arrange its structure within the timeframe of 
observation to the temperature changes and the liquid freezes to a glass. This 
crossover is the glass transition. It occurs at relaxation times τ between 10 s-1000 s 
for standard cooling rates around 1 K s-1. The glass transition is observable in 
relaxation time and viscosity as a clear change in the slope of the temperature 
dependence of both properties. The glass exhibits a shallower dependence than the 
glass as illustrated in Figure 2-8. It is also visible in properties like volume and 
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enthalpy. Figure 2-9 shows the influence of the glass transition on properties like 
volume and enthalpy. As can be seen Tg depends on the cooling rate. The higher 
the rate the higher Tg. The liquid exhibits a steep temperature  
dependence from which the glass clearly deviates to a shallower dependence. At 
the transition the current configuration of the liquid is frozen into a glass as it 
cannot adapt to temperature changes in the way the liquid was able due to the 
missing time which would be necessary. 
 
 
Figure 2-9: Temperature dependence of volume and enthalpy in the supercooled liquid 
and the glasses. Cooling rate dependence of Tg. The higher the cooling rate, the higher Tg. 
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The glass transition leads to a decrease of the heat capacity of the material as 
illustrated in Figure 2-10. The molar heat capacity of the lead oxide glass F2 is 
shown. As can be seen, the heat capacity decreases about 20% in the glass 
transition region. This decrease is very different for different glass-formers and is 
used to rank glass-formers in terms of thermodynamic fragility. The term fragility 
is described in section 2.4. The heat capacity is considered to consist of two 
contributions, the vibrational part and the configurational part. As the liquid 
freezes, the configurational part of the heat capacity is frozen and the heat capacity 
of the glass reflects only the vibrational part of the heat capacity of the liquid [32].  
Due to the decreasing free volume upon cooling, the atoms need to perform 
cooperative motion to change the configuration. The further the material is cooled, 
the larger the number of atoms is, which are needed for a cooperative 
rearrangement. With the increasing number of atoms, which are needed for the 
rearrangement, the correlation length or the volume, which is needed to take part in 
the rearrangement, increases. This increasing correlation length is the reason for the 
increasing relaxation time in vicinity of the glass transition. Additionally, the 
dynamics of supercooled liquids is considered to become more heterogeneous with  
increasing correlation length upon cooling in the ultra-viscous liquid close to the 
glass transition [33,34,43,35–42]. The observation of increasing heterogeneity and 
cooperativity upon cooling was further developed through establishing multipoint 
dynamical susceptibilities to quantify the increase of the heterogeneities arising in 
the ultra-viscous state and the sizes of the cooperatively rearranging regions [44–
50] in supercooled liquids. This statistic method is described in section 3.2.1.  
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Figure 2-10: Cp data of the lead oxide glass F2 around the glass transition. The material 
exhibits a steep decrease in heat capacity upon cooling at the glass transition. The figure is 
reproduced from [51]. 
2.3 Aging  
Once a glass is formed, the material is trapped in a high energy state, which is no 
condition it is going to stay in. The glass starts to evolve towards the metastable 
supercooled liquid, which is the easiest achievable low energy configuration. The 
glass locally rearranges its structure releasing enthalpy and free volume. This 
evolution is called aging. It occurs at any temperature, but it becomes considerable 
in the glass transition region (Tg> T > Tg-100 K) due to the elevated dynamics in 
that temperature range. Aging in the glassy state leads to a lower energy state of the 
material and a densification as mentioned above. It can last significantly longer 
than the relaxation time of the corresponding liquid suggests especially when the 
temperature is reached in heating from the glass [52]. Figure 2-11 shows this 
asymmetry of approach.  
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Figure 2-11: Asymmetry of approach. The equilibration of a system at a temperature Tiso 
is significantly faster when approaching the temperature from the (metastable) equilibrium 
upon cooling (red line) in comparison to approaching the temperature from the glassy state 
upon heating (blue line).  
When a temperature is reached upon cooling from the (metastable) equilibrium 
liquid, the material equilibrates relatively fast, whereas when the temperature is 
reached upon heating from the glass, the equilibration can last several orders of 
magnitude longer [53,54]. This is a very important fact that is crucial to better 
understand the aging behavior of glasses and the associated structural changes. 
Aging appears to be very different on the microscopic and macroscopic length 
scale. Looking at macroscopic viscosity and volume relaxation experiments below 
the glass transition, metallic glasses seem to evolve continuously towards the 
metastable equilibrium liquid (see e.g. [55]). The picture is much more complex 
when looking at the aging on the microscopic scale. There, the aging process 
appears to be discontinuous where the aging is interrupted by long time intervals 
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where the equilibration seems to be stuck (see e.g. [52]). This topic is discussed 
based on the results of this work in chapter 4.  
2.4 Fragility 
2.4.1 Kinetic Fragility 
The term fragility was introduced by Angell (see e.g. [56–59]). He used the 
existing concept of temperature scaled plots of kinetic properties like viscosity and 
relaxation time [60,61] to compare the kinetics of glass forming liquids. Therefore, 
plots of the kind shown in Figure 2-12 Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht 
gefunden werden.are often referred to as “Angell plot”. The glass transition 
temperature Tg
*, which is defined as the temperature where the viscosity is 1012 Pa 
s or the relaxation time is 100s, is the scaling temperature. With it the glass-forming 
liquids can be compared in terms of relaxation time and viscosity. Angell 
introduced the term fragility as a measure for the temperature dependence of these 
kinetic properties. Liquids, which exhibit an Arrhenius-like temperature 
dependence are considered as strong. Examples for strong liquids are oxidic glass-
formers like SiO2 and GeO2 [62,63]. Liquids, which exhibit a steep, super-
Arrhenius temperature dependence of viscosity and relaxation time at Tg, like O-
terphenyl [63], are considered as fragile. To quantify the fragility of a liquid, the 
slope m of the viscosity or relaxation time curve at Tg
* is given as 
m = |
dlog(Φ)
d(
𝑇𝑔
𝑇⁄ )
|𝑇=𝑇𝑔    . 
Φ is viscosity or relaxation time. The steeper the slope, the more fragile the glass-
forming liquid. The D* parameter of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamann (VFT) equation 
[64–66] 
Φ(T) = Φ0exp (
D∗T0
T−T0
)   , 
where Φ0 is the high temperature limit of viscosity or relaxation time, T is the 
temperature and T0 is the temperature, at which the property diverges, is a measure 
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of the fragility as well [30]. Large values of D* correspond to strong liquids, small 
values to fragile ones. In the broad variety of glass-forming liquids, metallic glass-
forming liquids are intermediate glass formers with D* = 9-25 [67,68] in 
comparison to D*= 150 for GeO2 and D*= 3 for O-terphenyl (see Figure 
2-12Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). 
 
Figure 2-12: Tg* scaled plot of the temperature dependence of viscosity for several glass-
forming liquids [51]. GeO2 [63] is a strong liquid with an Arrhenius-like behavior. O-
terphenyl [63] represents fragile glass-formers with a super- Arrhenius temperature 
dependence of viscosity. The flint glass-formers F2, LF5 and LLF1 [51,69] and the bulk 
metallic glass-forming liquids Mg65Cu25Y10[70] and Pt60Cu16Co2P22 [68] intermediate glass-
formers with fragility parameters D*=37.1 for F2, D*=38.0 for LF5,D*=50.7 for LLF1, 
D*=22.1 for Mg65Cu25Y10 and D*=11.8 for Pt60Cu16Co2P22. 
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2.4.2 Thermodynamic Fragility 
Theories and experimental results suggest a connection between kinetic and 
thermodynamic behavior of glass forming liquids, e.g. [71–74]. For this reason, the 
term thermodynamic fragility has been defined. Here, the thermodynamic 
properties of glass-forming liquids are compared to rank them analog to what has 
been introduced by Angell in terms of kinetic fragility. The way the 
thermodynamic fragility is determined is not uniform. In the following section 
three existing concepts are described.  
The decrease in the molar heat capacity (ΔCp) upon cooling at the glass transition is 
the easiest way to compare glass-forming liquids in terms of their thermodynamic 
fragility. Figure 2-13 compares different glass-forming liquids. The kinetically 
strongest glass-forming liquid, which is shown, GeO2, exhibits the smallest 
ΔCp(Tg), whereas the most fragile glass-former Pt60Cu16Co2P22 shows the largest. 
Therefore, strong liquids exhibit small decreases whereas fragile liquids exhibit 
rather large ΔCp(Tg) [32,51,75] as strong liquids are considered to be more ordered 
and possess less accessible configurations at Tg. At the glass transition only the 
configurational part of the heat capacity, which reflects the entropy of the system, 
is frozen-in, whereas the vibrational part remains untouched [32]. The fewer 
accessible configurations in strong liquids lead to a smaller amount  
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Figure 2-13: Difference between the heat capacity of the liquid and the glass at the glass 
transition. The figure is reprinted from [51].  
of configurational heat capacity and entropy, which is frozen-in and hence to a 
smaller heat capacity decrease. In this first concept, the thermodynamic fragility 
increases with increasing ΔCp(Tg) and can be correlated with the kinetic fragility 
[51,74,76,77].  
A second approach to determine the thermodynamic fragility is to look at the slope 
of heat capacity curve in during the glass transition [78]. Strong liquids like GeO2 
exhibit a very shallow slope during the glass transition, whereas fragile materials 
like BMGs exhibit steeper slope.  
Another method is to look at the slope of the heat capacity upon cooling towards 
the glass transition. Strong liquids exhibit constant or even decreasing heat 
capacities, whereas fragile liquid show increasing heat capacities in the liquid 
regime upon cooling, when the glass transition is approached [51]. It has been 
postulated that the kinetic behavior is associated to the relative position of Tg to an 
underlying order-disorder transition [79]. In strong liquids, this transition occurs at 
temperatures far above the melting point leading to decreasing heat capacity upon 
approaching Tg on the low temperature flank of the transition. In glass-formers that 
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appear kinetically fragile the transition is found in the deeply undercooled liquid 
[77,80–83] or might be even disguised by the glass transition, but it causes an 
increase in heat capacity upon cooling as the transition is approached. For further 
information on this topic please see section 2.4.4. 
The loss of configurational entropy upon cooling a liquid towards Tg is a third way 
of defining the thermodynamic fragility. It seems to be proportional to the kinetic 
changes measured in transport properties like viscosity and relaxation time [63]. 
The excess entropy, which is the difference in entropy between liquid and crystal, 
can be determined as a function of temperature. The temperature dependence of the 
excess entropy is then used as a measure of the thermodynamic fragility [63,67,84]. 
But there are several drawbacks to this approach. The excess entropy consists of 
two contributions, the configurational and the vibrational entropy. It was suggested 
that the excess entropy is proportional to the configurational entropy change. But 
there are exceptions, e.g. silicate glasses, as their vibrational distribution to the 
excess entropy is larger than in other glass formers [63,85,86].  
All three definitions seem to work for most substances, but for all exist exceptions. 
There is no definition that gives a perfect correlation of kinetic and thermodynamic 
fragility.  
2.4.3 Structural Fragility 
The connection between the structure of a liquid and its kinetic and thermodynamic 
fragility keeps scientists interested for decades [75,87–92]. There is broad 
consensus that the structure of a liquid is strongly correlated to its kinetic and 
thermodynamic properties [75]. Considering metallic glass-forming liquids, the 
structure seems to develop from an only short-range ordered liquid at high 
temperatures to a medium range ordered liquid when approaching Tg, e.g. [3,27]. 
Recently, an empirical correlation, that connects the kinetic fragility of a liquid 
with structural changes upon cooling has been established [81]. It was found, that 
structural changes in the medium-range order between the 3rd and 4th coordination 
shell, which is on the length scale of ~1nm, reflect the kinetic changes when 
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cooling a liquid. Strong liquids exhibit small changes, whereas fragile liquids show 
more pronounced changes on this length scale. 
In addition to that, the static structure factor at the peak position of the first sharp 
diffraction peak S(Q1) changes differently upon cooling towards Tg for fragile and 
strong glass-forming liquids. Fragile liquids exhibit more pronounced changes in 
this quantity especially when approaching Tg in comparison to strong liquids 
[75,93,94].  
2.4.4 Fragile-to-strong transition 
For many glass-forming systems, the viscosity and relaxation times seem to be 
describable with a single VFT equation from Tg up to very high temperatures, 
which are still accessible through experiment.  
 
Figure 2-14: Fragile-to-strong transition in the Fe67Mo6Ni3.5Cr3.5P12C5.5B2.5 bulk metallic 
glass-forming liquid. The viscosity data measured around Tg appear significantly stronger 
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(D*= 21.3±1.8) than the viscosity measured at high temperatures (D*= 11.8±0.2). The plot 
is reproduced from [95]. 
But for some other systems, measurements of viscosity show a significant 
difference between fragilities determined from high and low temperature 
measurements. At low temperatures the measurements suggest stronger behavior 
than at high temperatures. Figure 2-14 illustrates this observation for a Fe-based 
bulk metallic glass-former.  
The fragility parameter D* from the VFT fitting is significantly larger for the low 
temperature viscosity indicating stronger behavior than at high temperatures. 
Therefore, a fragile-to-strong transition from a fragile liquid at high temperatures to 
a strong liquid at low temperatures was suggested. According to Angell’s ‘Big 
Picture’ [7], the relative position of the fragile-to-strong transition to the melting 
point Tm and Tg determines the fragility which is observed experimentally (see 
Figure 2-15). For strong liquids like silica [96], it is assumed to occur at very high  
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Figure 2-15: Reproduced from Angell’s „Big Picture“ [7]. (a) Strong glass-formers show a 
LLT above Tm. (b) In the intermediate case, the LLT occurs between Tg and Tm visible by 
the heat capacity maximum. (c) Fragile glass-formers exhibit no heat capacity maximum 
(no LLT) above Tg. 
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temperatures above Tm. For this reason, silica exhibits strong liquid behavior over 
the entire observable temperature range. For intermediate strong glass-formers, the 
fragile-to-strong transition can be observed in the super-cooled liquid region 
between Tm and Tg [3,75,80,93,95,97–99]. Therefore, these systems exhibit the 
transition in the temperature range which is accessible in experiment, when 
crystallization can be avoided. For fragile glass formers like noble metal based MG 
[67,68] or molecular glass formers like triphenyl phosphite [6], the transition is 
expected to happen at such low temperatures that Tg hinders the transition and the 
liquid freezes into a glass beforehand. The fragile-to-strong transition seems to be 
the kinetic signature of a liquid-liquid phase transition between two distinct liquids 
with the same composition but different structures, as structural changes 
accompanying the fragile-to-strong transition have been observed [82,92]. Liquid-
liquid transitions are discussed in the following section.  
2.5 The liquid-liquid transition 
Polymorphic phase transitions, which depend on temperature and pressure, but not 
on compositional changes, are a common phenomenon. The polymorphic 
transitions in iron for example are well-known and the reason for the diverse sorts 
of steel and their tunable properties. Iron shows three polymorphic transitions as a 
function of temperature. Upon heating the body-centered cubic (bcc) α phase 
changes from a magnetic to a paramagnetic phase, which is a 2nd order phase 
transition. At 911 °C, the α phase changes from its bcc structure to the face-
centered cubic (fcc) γ phase, which transforms into the bcc δ phase at 1392°C 
before melting at 1536°C. These transitions are first order phase transitions. 
Ehrenfest classified phase transitions. A first order phase transition occurs when 
the enthalpy H and the volume V, which are first derivatives of the Gibbs free 
energy G, are discontinuous like it is the case for melting and sublimation 
processes. 2nd order transitions show continuous changes in H and V, but 
discontinuities in the 2nd derivatives of G like in heat capacity and compressibility.  
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A liquid-liquid transition (LLT) is the equivalent to polymorphic transitions of 
crystalline solids and called polyamorphic phase transitions. It is the phenomenon 
that a liquid can exist in two or more distinct phases with the same composition but 
different structure due to changes in pressure and temperature. It is observed in 
many different kinds of glass-forming liquids, like monoatomic liquids [5,100–
102], molecular liquids like water [103] and triphenyl phosphite (TPP) [6,104], 
oxides [2,96], semiconducting transition metals [4] and metallic glass formers 
[3,82,105]. The nature of these transitions is still a matter of debate within the 
scientific community, whether it is (weak) first order or second order and if the 
transition occurs at a distinct phase boundary or through a two-phase region. There 
is good evidence for first order transitions especially at high temperatures 
[101,106,107]. At lower temperatures the LLT has much similarities with order-
disorder transitions in crystalline materials like Fe-Co [77], which are in most cases 
(weak) first order transitions. But as the dynamics of the liquid is very sluggish at 
low temperatures, the transitions smear out and the distinction between first and 
second order becomes difficult. Associated to this problem is the question where in 
the P-T diagram the transition from one liquid to the other occurs. The easiest 
system to explain the problem is the liquid- gas transition. Such a phase diagram is 
shown in Figure 2-16. There is the equilibrium phase boundary between liquid and 
gas on which both phases coexist. When crossing this coexistence line, the material 
exhibits a first order phase transition. The coexistence line ends in the liquid-gas 
critical point. Beyond this point, the two phases gas and liquid are not 
distinguishable anymore and no clear first order transition can be observed. But 
still on the extension of the coexistence line, which is called the Widom line, the 
response functions such as heat capacity, compressibility and thermal expansion 
coefficient still show maxima [108], but smear out when moving away from the 
LLCP [103]. This situation can also occur between two different liquids resulting 
in an equilibrium phase boundary between two liquids extended through the 
Widom line over the liquid-liquid critical point (LLCP). If for a given material the 
P-T phase diagram is not known, the relative position to the LLCP during the 
experiment is unknown. Therefore, it could be that the LLT occurs by crossing the 
coexistence line or by crossing the Widom line beyond the LLCP. 
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Figure 2-16: Schematic phase diagram. The equilibrium phase boundary between liquid 
and gas, the coexistence line is shown as dashed line. The extension of the line beyond the 
critical point, where the two phases cannot be distinguished anymore, is the Widom line 
(red line).  
This fact complicates the situation and has been discussed for example in 
simulations using the Jagla model [109] and on water [110]. Pressure-induced and 
temperature-induced LLT have been found. Pressure-induced LLTs seem to be 
volume driven [111,112]. For temperature-induced LLTs the decisive parameter is 
the entropy. Some of them seem to be density driven, e.g. [5], but most of them 
occur to be entropically-driven [2,3,6,82,102,104]. Cooling is associated with a 
decrease in entropy. This can but does not have to be accompanied by a decrease in 
volume. Even a volume increase is thinkable, when the entropy loss upon ordering 
the structure overcompensates the volume increase energetically. 
Tanaka developed a model of locally ordered structures to explain LLTs in general 
[88]. The ideas of this model are explained in following section 2.5.1. 
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2.5.1 Two-state model based on locally ordered structures 
There are numerous two state models, which try to explain fragility, the glass 
transition and LLTs, e.g. [113–117]. In the following section the model of locally 
ordered structures proposed by Tanaka [22,88,118–123] will be described. It gives 
a qualitative idea of the origin of first-order LLTs and a simple explanation for the 
occurrence in different temperature ranges above Tl, between Tl and Tg and below 
Tg, for different liquids. 
Liquids exhibit icosahedral clusters [24,124–126]. These structures are locally 
preferred, but they cannot be arranged periodically to fill the phase space. This fact 
leads to a “frustration” of the liquid, as locally this structure is preferred, but it is 
not possible to arrange all atoms in this way [127,128]. This observation is the 
basis for the idea of the two parameter model from Tanaka [22,118–123]. Figure 
2-17 illustrates the idea of locally ordered structures (red) in the normal liquid 
(green).  
Normally, only one order parameter, the density, is used to describe a liquid. But 
for the explanation of phenomena like LLTs one order parameter is not sufficient. 
Therefore, Tanaka applied a two-parameter model to account for the observation of 
locally ordered structures that can’t be arranged periodically to fill the phase space. 
In the model, locally ordered structures are embedded in a normal liquid matrix. 
The order parameter, which controls the normal liquid is density ρ, whereas for the 
locally ordered liquid clusters a new order parameter L is introduced.  
The locally ordered structure exhibits a lower energy level (EL<Eρ) and a lower 
specific volume (ṽL<ṽρ) than the normal liquid. Additionally, the locally ordered 
liquid shows the lower degeneracy of states (gL<<gρ), which leads to a significant 
loss of entropy when a locally ordered structure is built from the normal liquid 
structure, ∆𝑆 = 𝑘𝐵 (
𝑔𝜌
𝑔𝐿
) > 0.  
The entropy S of the system is given by: 
𝑆(𝐿) = −𝑘𝐵(𝐿 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐿
𝑔𝐿
) + (1 − 𝐿) ln (
1−𝐿
𝑔𝜌
)), 
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Figure 2-17: Locally ordered structures (red) which are enthalpically stabilized and 
embedded in the normal liquid structure (green). The figure has been reprinted from [88]. 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, L is the fraction of the system which is locally 
ordered. The internal energy of the system, if cooperative excitation is considered, 
is then: 
𝑈 = 𝐿 𝐸𝐿 + (1 − 𝐿)𝐸𝜌 + 𝐽 𝐿(1 − 𝐿), 
Where J >0 as the two different types of liquid structure are frustrated with each 
other. Therefore, it is more probable to have the same kind of structure around a 
structural unit. For the Gibbs free energy 𝐺 = 𝑈 − 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑝𝑉 of the mixing of 
normal and locally ordered liquid one gets: 
𝐺(𝐿) = 𝐿 𝐸𝐿 + (1 − 𝐿)𝐸𝜌 + 𝐽 𝐿(1 − 𝐿) + 𝑘𝐵𝑇 (𝐿 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐿
𝑔𝐿
) + (1 − 𝐿) ln (
1−𝐿
𝑔𝜌
)) +
𝑝(𝐿 ṽ𝐿 + (1 − 𝐿)ṽ𝜌) . 
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The energy minimum, which is the equilibrium concentration of L, is found where 
𝛿𝐺
𝛿𝐿
= 0:  
𝛿𝐺
𝛿𝐿
=  ∆𝐸 + 𝐽(1 − 2𝐿) + 𝑝∆ṽ + 𝑘𝐵𝑇 (ln (
𝐿𝑔𝜌
𝑔𝐿(1 − 𝐿)
)) = 0 
Here, ΔE is the difference in the energy of the two liquid states Eρ-EL and Δṽ is the 
difference in volume between the two states ṽL-ṽρ. The critical amount of the 
locally ordered phase Lc is reached when L =0.5. For different models, the 
temperature at which this happens is the temperature at which the heat capacity 
shows its maximum and the LLT occurs [109,110,129,130]. This critical 
temperature can be determined from 
𝛿2𝐺
𝛿𝐿2
(𝐿 = 0.5) = 0 as 𝑇𝑐 =
𝐽
2𝑘𝐵
. The 
temperature at which the transition occurs is given by 
𝛿𝐺
𝛿𝐿
(𝐿 = 0.5) = 0 as 𝑇𝐿𝐿𝑇 =
∆𝐸−𝑝∆ṽ
∆𝑆
. The first order phase transition can only occur when TLLT < Tc. The 
cooperativity of creation of the locally ordered structure represented by J gives the 
necessary condition for a LLT as it determines Tc. ΔE, Δṽ and Δg determine 
whether there is a LLT below Tc or not. The interplay of all parameters determines 
the position of a LLT when the necessary condition is fulfilled. Materials which 
exhibit a large J and ΔE show a LLT in the stable liquid above the melting point. 
With decreasing J and ΔE, the possible LLT is shifted to lower temperatures and 
would occur maybe in the glassy state. 
In the following sections, some examples of LLTs are described.  
2.5.2 Phosphor 
Phosphor possesses four crystalline modifications. The molten white phosphor is a 
monatomic liquid, which exhibits P4 molecules under normal pressure at 50°C. 
When increasing the pressure, the liquid seems to polymerize forming chains with 
a significantly smaller volume [111,112]. This observation is supported by 
simulations [131]. This pressure-induced LLT is reversible and appears to be a first 
order transition from an open molecular structure to a polymeric dense liquid as 
during the transition both liquids coexist.  
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2.5.3 Al2O3-Y2O3  
A LLT was found in the Al2O3-Y2O3 system over a wide compositional range. 
Through quenching from different temperatures, it was possible to quench-in 
different liquid phases with different density but with the same composition. The 
phase, which nucleated and grew at low temperature in the high temperature phase 
was found to have a lower density than the high temperature liquid phase. 
Therefore, the first order phase transition was suggested to be entropy-driven 
which automatically led to the idea of a higher ordered low density low 
temperature liquid in this oxide system [2]. In terms of the locally ordered structure 
model, this LLT cannot be explained by the single order parameter density. 
Apparently, the lower density in the low temperature phase must be due to the local 
ordering which lead to a lower energetic state. 
2.5.4 Germanium and Tellurium 
The existence of a LLT in Ge was already predicted in 1979 [132]. After the 
fabrication of partially amorphous Ge [133], it was possible to prove the existence 
of a LLT in Ge by the aid of electromagnetic undercooling experiments [134] and 
x-ray diffraction [135]. After producing completely amorphous Ge in a high-
pressure diamond anvil cell (DAC) [106], the LLT could be proven as under high 
pressure a high density glassy phase is formed which transforms to a low density 
glassy phase during decompression. Te also exhibits a density anomaly in the 
supercooled liquid state (see Figure 2-18), which was associated to a LLT 
[136,137]. In different Te-Ge systems, this LLT could be shifted to different 
temperatures with respect to their Tl [138,139] and it was nicely shown, that the 
LLT, which exhibits changes in the medium-range, is associated to a fragile to 
strong transition upon cooling [4,83].  
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Figure 2-18: Volume minima (density maxima) measured in different GexTe(1-x) alloys (Ge 
content is shown on the right). The Figure is reprinted from [138].  
2.5.5 Water 
Water is a liquid whose thermodynamics and structure are not yet understood. 
There are numberless publications based on experimental results and simulation, 
which try to explain the anomalies in the properties and structure of water, which 
have been reviewed recently by Gallo et al. [103]. Water seems to possess different 
kinds of structures in the supercooled liquid and glassy state depending on 
temperature and pressure (see Figure 2-19). At low temperatures and pressures a 
low-density, entropy stabilized liquid seems to be formed, whereas at high 
pressures a high-density liquid is stable. The experimental results fit very well to 
the phenomenological two state model of Tanaka.  
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Figure 2-19: Phase diagram of water reprinted from [103]. Below the “No man’s land, 
where crystallization hinders the observation of the supercooled liquid, water appears to 
possess high- and low-density liquids (HDL/LDL) and glassy states (HDA/LDA).  
2.5.6 Triphenyl Phosphite 
In triphenyl phosphite (TPP) a glacial phase was found which did neither fit to the 
glassy phase of the liquid nor to a crystalline phase [140]. Later this glacial phase 
was identified as the glassy phase of a second liquid with the exact same 
composition [6,104,141]. In this case the LLT occurred in the glassy phase from a 
low density high temperature liquid to a high density low temperature liquid. 
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Although the density decreases upon cooling it was suggested that the low 
temperature liquid is more ordered and that the transition is entropically driven.  
2.5.7 Bulk Metallic Glasses 
There is a large variety of metallic glass-forming liquids. Metallic glasses appear to 
be very advantageous for the investigation of LLTs as they occur in different 
BMGs at very different temperatures. There are metallic glass-forming liquids, 
where the LLT occurs in the stable melt above Tl, some systems exhibit the LLT 
between Tg and Tl and there are systems in which it occurs around Tg or even 
below. There seems to be very similar behavior in terms of fragility above and 
below the LLT. Above, the liquids exhibit rather fragile behavior (see section 
2.4.4) with D* around 10-12, below the liquids behave strongly with D* of around 
20-25 [3,55,80,82,95,97]. Examples for LLT in different BMGs are described 
below.  
The La50Al35Ni15 metallic-glass-forming liquid exhibits a first-order phase 
transition in the stable liquid above the liquids temperature [142]. It was found that 
the nearest neighbor arrangement in the liquid change at TLLT. Although the density 
seems unaffected, the order parameter L, which was introduced before, seems to 
become dominant over the density as the decisive order parameter. Consistently, 
the fragility of the system below the LLT is determined to be rather strong with a 
D* of about 21 (calculated from [143]). Due to the high TLLT above Tl the energy 
gain of the local ordering and the cooperativity seems to be high in the La- based 
metallic glass-forming liquid. 
In Vitreloy 1 (Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5), a fragile-to-strong transition was found 
around the liquidus temperature Tl of the alloy [97]. Wei et al. [3] have shown that 
the fragile-to-strong transition is accompanied by structural changes in the liquid as 
a result of a first order LLT, which does not result in macroscopic density changes, 
but in the local structure of the liquid. Figure 2-20 shows the structural changes 
during the LLT upon cooling in the peak position of the first sharp diffraction peak 
(FSDP) of the S(Q). In Vitreloy 106a (Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8), a LLT occurs 
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Figure 2-20: Position of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) of the S(Q) as (1/Q1)3 as a 
function of temperature. Upon cooling (blue squares and diamonds) the LLT occurs at 
about 830 K, where a clear discontinuity is visible. The figure is reprinted from [3].  
between Tl and Tg [82]. The authors show evidence for the transition from a high 
temperature less ordered liquid to an on the medium range more ordered low 
temperature liquid by using high resolution x-ray diffraction. Both Vitreloy alloys 
exhibit strong kinetic behavior at the glass transition and a LLT far above Tg. 
The Pd-Ni-P system is one of the best metallic glass-forming systems with a high 
critical casting thickness [144–146]. The system exhibits an exothermic heat 
release above Tg, which was found in 1976 for the first time [147], but which could 
not be associated to decomposition or crystallization through different techniques 
[148–150]. In the Pd41.25Ni41.25P17 system, the exothermic heat release above Tg is 
clearly visible and has been connected to the change in the local ordering of the 
liquid [151]. Above the critical temperature, the liquid is more disordered than 
below. The disordered liquid forms the glass below the TLLT, which indicates a 
necessary undercooling for the transition indication a first order transition. The 
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exothermic heat release is the result of the transition from the disordered to the 
ordered liquid. The low TLLT implies a low energy gain through the local ordering 
and a small cooperative creation of the locally ordered clusters. 
The Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy, which is investigated in this work is expected 
to behave similarly to the Pd41.25Ni41.25P17 system. The thermodynamic anomalies 
are described in section 3.1 and the results of the investigation are shown in chapter 
5. The alloy seems to undergo a LLT below Tg, with TLLT < Tg (1.5 K min
-1). It can 
only be revealed by quasi-static cooling of the liquid shifting Tg to lower 
temperatures to reach a condition in which TLLT> Tg. 
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3 Material and Methods 
3.1 The alloy 
In 1960, the first metallic glass was produced in the binary Au-Si system [8]. This 
alloy required a cooling rate of 106 K s-1 and allowed the production of amorphous 
samples with a thickness of about 50 µm [10]. Except for some experiments in the 
Au-Ge-Si ternary system, which did not improve the glass-forming ability 
significantly [152,153], the Au-based alloys have not been under further 
investigation for 30 years. In that period, new glass forming alloys have been found 
in Pd-based [154–156], Pt-based [157], Zr-based [158,159] and other systems. In 
2005, the casting thickness of alloys based on the Au-Si system was tremendously 
increased to 5mm through the development of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 
metallic glass forming alloy [10]. This alloy is investigated here.  
3.1.1 Application and relevant properties 
The Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy has several advantageous properties, which 
make an application especially in the field of jewelry possible. At first, the alloy is 
a 18- carat gold alloy containing more than 75 wt% gold. Furthermore, the alloy 
exhibits a very good processability due to the low glass transition (Tg ~ 400 K) and 
liquidus temperature (T ~ 644 K) [10,160,161]. It can easily be melted inductively 
and cast into copper molds to produce amorphous specimens. A further shaping 
using thermoplastic forming is possible due to the large supercooled liquid region 
of 58 K at temperatures which are accessible in a standard kitchen oven [10,162]. 
When polished after processing, the alloy exhibits a premium white color, which is 
the best white gold color on the jewelry market [163–166]. The amorphous 
structure of the Au-based alloy results in a hardness of about 360 HV1, which is 
almost twice as high as the hardness of crystalline Au-based alloys [10]. 
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3.1.2 Tarnishing behavior 
The Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 at% alloy exhibits very interesting properties as 
explained in the previous sections. The main drawback is the tarnishing behavior of 
the alloy. Parts made of this alloy start to change their color starting from one of 
the best white gold colors after polishing the as-cast samples to yellow and brown 
colors within a short period of time depending on the environment. This tarnishing 
hinders an application in jewelry despite its good castability, processability, high 
hardness, high gold content and white gold premium color after polishing. The 
polishing removes the SiO2 casting skin from the surface of the sample. New SiO2 
is built on the surface together with elemental Cu, which starts to diffuse through 
the SiO2 layer and forms Cu2O and Cu2S. The SiO2 formation is favored by the 
presence of Cu in the alloy. From the surface, SiO2 dendrites grow into the bulk 
material and cause further corrosion. The main reason for the fast tarnishing 
behavior is the presence of Si and Cu in the alloy. The corrosion mechanism is 
shown in Figure 3-1.  
 
Figure 3-1: Oxidation mechanism of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy. The removal of 
the SiO2 cast skin leads to fast formation of SiO2, Cu2O and Cu2S at the surface, which 
causes the fast change in color. The figure is reprinted from [164].  
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The tarnishing behavior, its reasons and possible solutions have been investigated 
by Miriam Eisenbart [164–166]. Further development has been done to reduce the 
copper and silicon content of the alloy in order to slow down the tarnishing. The 
substitution of copper with gallium improved the tarnishing behavior as it forms a 
grey oxide instead of the brownish and reddish corrosion products of copper 
[161,167]. Although the modification with gallium improved the tarnishing 
behavior, the alloy is still not stable enough for applications.  
3.1.3 Motivation of the work 
Apart from the relevant properties for application described in section 3.1.1, the 
alloy exhibits unusual kinetic and thermodynamic behavior, which is described in 
this section. The explanation of this behavior is the main motivation of this work.  
 
 
Figure 3-2: Endothermic heat flow of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy measured in 
DSC. The material exhibits a pronounced pre-peak which is non-reversing upon heating 
the as-cast material.  The figure is reprinted from [168]. 
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Evenson et al. [168] measured pronounced recovery of the β relaxation at about 
330 K and associated this to low temperature aging far below the glass transition 
(see Figure 3-2). This aging does not seem to change the free volume content of the 
alloy but changes the chemical order on length scales of about 3 Å [169].  
Louzguine-Luzgin et al. [170] found a double step-like, reversible glass transition 
phenomenon (see Figure 3-3), which starts at the same temperature at which the β 
relaxation was found during the MDSC and DMA measurements from Evenson et 
al. [168]. The step-like behavior observed during the glass transition of the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy is qualitatively comparable to a combined glass 
transition and crossing the Widom line as seen in Jagla model simulation [130]. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Heat capacity measurement of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy. In this 
measurement a distinct step in the glass transition upon heating and cooling is visible. The 
figure is reprinted from [170]. 
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Figure 3-4: Glass transition and endothermic overshoot due to enthalpy recovery after 
different annealing times at 373 K. The Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy shows an marked 
increase in the glass transition temperature of 28 K. The figure is reprinted from [171]. 
Wang et al. performed an extensive flash calorimetry study [171]. They determined 
the critical cooling rate of the alloy to be approximately 1000 K s-1. Interestingly, 
they were able to increase the glass transition temperature by 28 K through 
annealing the alloy at 373 K, below its glass transition temperature, which is an 
anomalously high change of Tg (see Figure 3-4). 
To unveil the origin of these different observations, an extensive study of the 
thermodynamic, kinetic and structural properties of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 
alloy has been performed, which is the heart of this scientific work.  
3.1.4 Sample preparation 
The bulk samples were produced starting from the raw elements with purities 
higher than 99.995%. The correct composition was inductively melted and 
homogenized at approximately 1400 K in an alumina crucible in the Indutherm 
MC15 tilt caster under argon protective atmosphere. The elements were stacked in 
the crucible in the order Pd, Ag, Au, Cu, Si to avoid the formation of Pd-silicide 
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during the melting process. After the homogenization, the samples were cast into 
watercooled copper moulds to achieve the required high cooling rates to avoid the 
crystallization of the samples.  
To produce metallic ribbons the alloy was heated inductively in a silica glass tube 
and cast under argon atmosphere on a melt spinning copper wheel. Ribbons with 
thicknesses between 5 and 70µm were produced. All samples were analyzed using 
XRD to confirm their amorphous structure. The ribbons were then used for the 
investigation of the dynamics and the structure during the synchrotron 
measurements. 
3.2 Synchrotron Radiation 
Electrons, which travel with a speed close to the speed of light emit synchrotron 
radiation when they a forced on curved trajectories [172]. After the observation of 
radiation emitted by electrons from the first electron synchrotron in 1947, the 
radiation was at first seen as a problem of energy loss in high energy particle 
accelerators [172]. But today it is used for the investigation of matter and physical 
phenomena in about 60 synchrotron radiation facilities all over the world [173].  
Synchrotron radiation facilities like the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF) in Grenoble, France, and the Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron (DESY) in 
Hamburg, Germany, consist of a linear accelerator (linac), a booster ring and 
storage ring, at which the beam lines are attached and the radiation for their 
experiment is provided. Figure 3-5 schematically shows the setup of a synchrotron. 
In linac and booster, the electrons are accelerated to reach energies in the order of 
MeV or even GeV to be “stored” in the storage ring where they cycle to provide 
the radiation for the beam lines.  
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Figure 3-5: Schematic setup of a synchrotron. The electrons (white arrows) are accelerated 
in linac and booster and then injected into the storage ring to provide the beamlines (blue) 
with radiation (yellow arrow).  
The properties of synchrotron radiation are very different compared to standard 
laboratory X-ray tubes. For example, the photon flux is about 106 to 1010 times 
higher than in conventional X-ray tubes [173], which makes it possible to perform 
a X-ray diffraction experiment with the same data quality in one second at a 
synchrotron facility, which would take between a day and a year in a laboratory 
diffractometer. The most important properties of a synchrotron are high intensity, 
broad spectral range from infrared to hard X-rays, natural narrow angular 
collimation, high degree of polarization, high brightness and high beam stability 
[172]. Very important are the emittance of the electron beam and the brilliance of 
the resulting X-rays. Those two properties limit the quality of the X-rays and 
therefor the resolution of the different experimental setups, which use the radiation. 
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3.2.1 X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) 
X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) is a synchrotron-based technique 
for the investigation of translational atomic dynamics. The function principle is the 
same as for dynamic light scattering (DLS), where highly coherent monochromatic 
laser light is used to investigate the dynamics of e.g. colloidal gels [174–176]. In 
1991, Sutton et al. [177] showed that very brilliant X-ray sources provide the 
possibility of X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, and defined very precisely the 
requirements for such a technique. The difference to DLS is the probing radiation. 
In DLS highly spatial (transversal) and temporal (longitudinal) coherent laser light 
is used with wavelength in the range of visible light (~400-700nm). For XPCS 
partially coherent monochromatic X-rays with an energy of 8 keV (~0.155nm) are 
used. As the wavelength of the X-rays is in the order of the atomic diameter, it is 
possible to investigate atomic motion in ordered and amorphous materials on the 
atomic scale [178–182], whereas DLS can be used to investigate the dynamics in 
colloidal suspensions, e.g. [174,183]. Today, XPCS is available at third generation 
synchrotron sources like the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 
Grenoble, where the challenge is to create a partially coherent x-ray beam from the 
chaotic synchrotron light source.  
Basics  
When matter is illuminated by radiation, the radiation, which should exhibit 
wavelength in the size of the interatomic distances, interacts with the 
atoms/particles in the material, which can be dealt with as secondary sources of 
radiation. The atomic arrangement and interaction of the atoms in the material 
determine the angular distribution of the scattered radiation [184]. This is the 
reason why we can learn a lot from diffraction experiments at synchrotron facilities 
as the wavelength of the radiation is comparable to the interatomic distances in 
matter.  
Using a chaotic source such as a synchrotron, scattering waves are averaged and 
give general information about the average interatomic distances and arrangements, 
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which is already a very valuable information and crucial for the understanding of 
the structure of materials. For the measurement of translational atomic motion in 
matter, a chaotic source is not suitable. To probe temporal changes, knowledge of 
the exact spatial arrangement in the illuminated volume is necessary, which can 
only be achieved by use of coherent radiation [177]. When coherent radiation is 
used a grainy diffraction pattern, which changes with time, can be detected. This 
grainy pattern appears, when randomly distributed regions introduce phase shifts 
into the scattering of coherent radiation [177]. Such a grainy pattern has first been 
seen in diffraction experiments with laser light. 
 
 
Figure 3-6: Difference of the diffraction pattern of an amorphous sample between 
incoherent (above) and coherent (below) light. Incoherent light leads to the “normal” 
diffraction pattern of an amorphous sample. Coherent light leads to a grainy speckle 
pattern on top of the diffraction pattern that changes with time due to the changing 
arrangement of different areas in the sample [185,186]. 
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Figure 3-6 shows the differences in the diffraction pattern using coherent and 
incoherent light. The intensity fluctuation in the grainy pattern are called speckles. 
The speckles are a result of the exact spatial distribution of the atoms in the 
material. As the spatial distribution changes over time due to atomic motion, the 
speckle pattern changes. These temporal changes can be used to determine the 
atomic dynamics. 
The generation of coherent radiation from a chaotic synchrotron source and the 
determination of the dynamics from speckles pattern are explained in the following 
sections. 
Coherent light from a chaotic source 
To get partially coherent X-rays which create a speckle pattern when irradiating an 
inhomogeneous material some requirements must be fulfilled.  
At first, the beam must be monochromatic with a small spectral bandwidth. The 
wavelength λ of the radiation and the spectral bandwidth of the wavelength Δλ/λ 
determine the longitudinal/temporal coherence length 𝑐𝑙 =
𝜆
2∙(𝛥𝜆 𝜆⁄ )
. cl is the length, 
at which a wave with wavelength λ and a wave with wave length λ+Δλ, which 
propagate from the same source show complete negative interference. The spectral 
bandwidth describes the deviation from the average wavelength. For XPCS at the 
ESRF a wavelength of approximately 0.155nm (8 keV) is used. To reach a small 
spectral bandwidth a silicon single crystal is used as monochromator. The beam is 
reflected from the (111) plane of the single crystal which gives a spectral 
bandwidth of Δλ/λ= 1.4x10-4 [177,187].  
In addition to the longitudinal coherence length, the spatial/transversal coherence 
length is important. A perfect point source would have a perfect transversal 
coherence. In the case of a synchrotron source this means, that the source size 
determines the transversal coherence length. The larger the source the smaller is the 
transversal coherence length. The transversal coherence length can differ in 
horizontal and vertical direction with 𝑐ℎ,𝑣 =
𝜆∙𝐷
ℎ∙𝑣
, where λ is the wavelength, D is the 
distance from the source and h and v are the horizontal and vertical source size. 
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The three coherence lengths span the coherence volume, which should be in the 
same size as the investigated sample size [185,187–189]. If the sample volume is as 
large as the coherence volume, the coherent flux is 𝐼𝑐 ≈ 𝐵 ∙ 𝜆
2 ∙
𝛥𝜆
𝜆
, where B is the 
brilliance of the source, λ is the wavelength and Δλ/λ is the spectral bandwidth 
[185]. This is the reason why an extremely brilliant source is required to be able to 
perform coherence experiments when the source is chaotic [187]. The brilliance is 
defined as “the photons per second emitted in a given solid angle in a given 
bandwidth per source area”[187].  
Beamline setup  
The beamline setup of ID 10 at the ESRF is shown schematically in Figure 3-7. 
The main hardware components are undulators, slits, monochromators and beam 
shutters. The undulators deliver radiation of 8 keV. The slits are used to create 
transversal coherence and the monochromator generates a beam with sufficient 
longitudinal coherence. To block the beam when persons work in the experimental 
hutch beam shutters are installed at several positions in the setup.  
“The XPCS experiments have been performed using a partially coherent X-ray 
beam at 8 keV impinging on a 10 µm thick as-spun ribbon in transmission 
geometry. The incoming beam, 10x8 μm (HxV), had a flux of ~1011 ph s-1 at the 
working energy. Series of speckle patterns were recorded by an Andor Ikon M 
detector (13 μm pixel size) placed ~70 cm downstream the sample with an 
exposure time of 3 s per image. The detector dead time was 1.7 s.” [PRL] 
 
Figure 3-7: Schematic of the ID 10 beamline at the ESRF. The properties of the beam are 
adjusted using slits, mirrors, monochromators and transfocators. The shutters are installed 
to be able to cut the beam at several positions. The scheme has been adapted from [190]. 
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Data Collection and Analysis 
The detector is placed on the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) as it reflects the 
average next neighbor distance and the scattered intensity is the highest at this 
scattering angle. At this position, series of speckle patterns are recorded with a 
CCD camera with an acquisition time of 3 s per image in isothermal conditions. 
The detector dead time and readout time are 1.7 s. Figure 3-8 shows such a series 
of patterns. The collected speckle patterns are then correlated. At first, the two-
times correlation function (TTCF) 𝐺(𝑄, 𝑡1, 𝑡2) =
<𝐼(𝑄,𝑡1)∙𝐼(𝑄,𝑡2)>𝑝
<𝐼(𝑄,𝑡1)>𝑝∙<𝐼(𝑄,𝑡2)>𝑝
, where I is the 
intensity, <….>p the ensemble average over all detector pixels, Q the wave vector 
and t1 and t2 two points in time can be determined [187]. The result of such a 
correlation of all patterns is the TTCF, which is a correlation map on which all 
patterns are correlated with each other. 
 
Figure 3-8: Series of speckle patterns which are recorded during a XPCS measurement. 
The lack time between the images is 4.7 s, which includes acquisition time, detector dead 
time and read out time.  
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Figure 3-9: (a) TTCF with constant width indicating stationary dynamical behavior. (b) 
TTCF with broadening of the diagonal indicating aging. 
Figure 3-9 shows 2 different TTCFs. In those images, the elapsed time is 
represented by the diagonal, where each pattern is correlated with itself. The 
correlation is the highest there. Leaving the diagonal, every pattern is correlated 
with the following and the correlation decreases until it is completely gone. The 
width of the reddish line in the TTCF contains two important information. Firstly, 
it contains information about the nature of the dynamics in the system. If the width 
of the line does not broaden with experimental time, the dynamics is stationary as 
shown in Figure 3-9a. If the line broadens, the dynamics slows down with time, 
and the sample ages (see Figure 3-9b). Secondly, the width of the line is 
proportional to the structural relaxation time of the system. The broader it is the 
slower the dynamics is in the system. To quantify the structural relaxation time, the 
temporal average of G (Q, t1, t2) is taken. Figure 3-10 shows a TTCF and the 
corresponding intensity autocorrelation function 𝑔2(𝑄, 𝑡) =
<<𝐼𝑝(𝑄,𝑡1)∙𝐼𝑝(𝑄,𝑡1+𝑡)>𝑝>
≪𝐼(𝑄,𝑡1)>𝑝>∙≪𝐼(𝑄,𝑡1)>𝑝>
, 
where Q, t1, t2, <….>p are as defined above and <….> is the temporal average. It 
can be correlated to the intermediate scattering function F(Q,t) via the Siegert 
relation 𝑔2(𝑄, 𝑡) = 1 + 𝐶(𝑄) ∙ |𝐹(𝑄, 𝑡)|
2, where C(Q) is a setup specific value. 
The F(Q,t) can be fitted with a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched 
exponential function: F(𝑄, t) = FQ ∙ exp (−
t
τQ
)βQ, where FQ is a constant, τQ is the 
structural relaxation time at given Q and βQ. 
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Figure 3-10: TTCF (a) and the corresponding g2(Q,t) (b). The correlation is completely 
lost, when the atoms have moved one atomic diameter.  
By using an area detector the Siegert relation can be extended to non-ergodic 
systems [183,191,192]. Therefore, XPCS is usable in glassy systems, where the 
ergodicity breaks down. 
Figure 3-11 shows two different g2 functions. The structural relaxation time τQ and 
the shape parameter βQ are determined from fitting the KWW equation to the 
experimental data. τQ is the time where the decay has reached 13.5% of the start 
value which is 𝜏 =  𝐶 × 𝑒−2, where C is the contrast and e is Euler’s number. βQ 
describes the shape of the decay. Compressed values larger than one are found in 
glasses and lead to the steep decay of g2, whereas stretched values smaller than 1 
are characteristic for liquids and lead to a smooth decay. Figure 3-11 illustrates this 
difference in βQ for glasses (a) and liquids (b).  
The TTCF and the intensity autocorrelation function are used to characterize the 
dynamics in a system. From the TTCF, the nature of the dynamics (stationary 
behavior or aging) is identified and from the fit the KWW stretched exponential 
function to the decay of g2, the structural relaxation time τQ as well as the shape 
parameter βQ are determined. 
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Figure 3-11: g2(Q,t) for a glass (a) and a liquid (b). τ is reached when the contrast has 
dropped to 13.5% of the start value. β describes the shape of the curve. It is compressed (β 
>> 1) in glasses (a) and stretched (β < 1) in liquids (b).  
The accessible relaxation time range is limited by the beam properties and the 
quality of the detector. To reach a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio the data acquiring 
time is about 3 s. The detector deadtime and readout time are also in the order of 
seconds. Therefore, relaxation times of about 10 s are the lower limit for XPCS for 
the existing setup. The upper limit is restricted by the measurement time. 
Therefore, the accessible relaxation time range is about 10s -10,000 s.  
Dynamic susceptibility 
XPCS is capable to measure dynamical heterogeneities by calculating the dynamic 
susceptibility χT (Q,t), which corresponds to the normalized variance of the TTCFs 
calculated along lines parallel to the main diagonal [37,38]. This quantity gives 
information on temporal heterogeneities in the system and can be related to the 
spatial heterogeneities described by the four point dynamic susceptibility χ4 [39–
43]. Due to the strong scattering signal necessary for calculating χT (Q,t), 
dynamical heterogeneities are usually studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
only for complex systems whose relevant dynamics occurs at the nanometric scale, 
i.e. where the signal in photon correlation experiments is intense [38,193–197]. In 
the present system the signal-to-noise ratio at the maximum of the S(Q) allows to 
study the dynamical heterogeneities at the atomic level in the deeply supercooled 
liquid state at 385.5 K [198]. 
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Q-dependence of relaxation time 
As described before, the detector is normally placed on the maximum of the FSDP 
to determine the relaxation time of the average atomic next neighbor distance. But 
it is known from coherent neutron scattering experiments and simulations that the 
investigation of the Q- range around the FSDP contains information about the 
collective atomic motion, e.g. [199–203]. De Gennes [199] described the fact that 
the measured average relaxation time at the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) of 
the static structure factor S(Q) exhibits a maximum, and the relaxation time 
spectrum shows a sharpening from a broader Gaussian distribution to a sharper 
one, which even changes its shape towards a Lorentzian distribution. He reasoned 
this from general considerations and first results from neutron scattering 
experiments. This “De Gennes narrowing” has been observed in liquid metals 
above their melting point, e.g. in references [201,204–206], in molecular liquids, 
e.g. in references [207–209], oxidic liquids, e.g. in references [180,210–212] and 
polymers, e.g. in references [213–215]. 
To investigate the Q dependence of the relaxation time and the shape parameter β 
in the supercooled liquid, the detector has been moved to eight different Q values 
around the FSDP at 385.5 K and the TTCF as well as the intensity auto-correlation 
function have been recorded.  
3.2.2 X ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction is a technique to resolve the atomic structure of a material. The 
scattered intensity of the incident beam from the sample is measured as a function 
of the wave vector, which is 𝑄 =  
4×𝜋×sin (𝜃)
𝜆
 . Here, θ is the scattering angle 
between incoming and scattered beam. The intensity distribution over the Q-range 
contains the information about the structure of the material. Therefore, a 2D 
detector is placed downstream of the sample, perpendicular to the incident beam to 
collect the scattered intensity on a wide Q-range. In order to receive the total 
scattering structure function S(Q), the scattered intensity must be corrected for 
absorption, multiple scattering, Compton scattering, and polarization [216]. When 
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the S(Q) is determined it contains all structural information of the sample. It is the 
Fourier transform of all the pair distribution functions of the constituent elements. 
But as the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy consists of five elements, the large 
amount of pair distribution functions makes a transformation into real space 
questionable as no quantitative structural information can be extracted. But already 
from the S(Q) structural changes can be observed qualitatively, when looking at the 
first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) and the change of its position in Q, e.g. 
[3,4,82].  
Beamline Setup 
The beamline setup of P02.1 at DESY is shown schematically in Figure 3-12. The 
setup of beamline ID11 at the ESRF is similar. The detector at both beamlines is a 
2D detector, which is placed perpendicular to the incident beam close to the sample 
to record the entire diffraction pattern over a broad Q- range.  
 
 
Figure 3-12: Schematic of the beamline setup of P02.1 at DESY. The incoming beam is 
focused using slits and the beam energy of 60 keV is adjusted using two monochromators. 
To regulate the flux of the beam, attenuators of different absorption can be moved into the 
beam path before illuminating the sample whose diffraction pattern is detected using a 2D 
detector.  
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Data collection and Analysis 
XRD data were collected at ESRF as well as at DESY. At the ESRF, XRD data 
were collected at the beamline ID11 by using an incident monochromatic beam of 
80 keV. The spectra were measured with the FReLoN 2D CCD camera at ~11.5 cm 
distance from the sample, which was kept in the same furnace used for the XPCS 
measurements. The samples investigated at DESY close to the glass transition were 
measured under a constant flux of high-purity argon in a Linkham THMS 600 
furnace at the beamline P02.1 at DESY with a 60 keV beam. The data were 
acquired using a Perkin Elmer (XRD1621) CsI bonded amorphous silicon area 
detector (2048 pixels × 2048 pixels) at ~30.3 cm from the sample with a diameter 
of 5 mm and a thickness of approximately 200 µm. The high temperature 
measurements were performed at P02.1 at DESY under the same conditions using 
samples with a diameter of about 700 µm placed in a silica tube with a diameter of 
1 mm and a wall thickness of 0.01 mm. The samples were heated above the 
liquidus temperature using a lamp furnace.  
The intensity distribution I(Q) was integrated from the dark subtracted detector 
pattern and was corrected by background, sample absorption, fluorescence and 
inelastic (Compton) scattering and using the PDFgetX versions 2 and 3 [REF] to 
determine the static structure factor S(Q). The first sharp diffraction peak in the 
S(Q) was fitted with a k-spline fit. Figure 3-13 shows the way the fit was done. The 
data around the FSDP above a value of 1 were considered. From the fit, the peak 
position (Q1
max) as well as the full width at half maximum (FWHM, Γ) were 
determined. 
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Figure 3-13: The FSDP of S(Q) is fitted with a k-spline function above a value of 1 (red 
line). From the k-spline function the peak position as well as FWHM are determined. 
 
 
3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
Calorimetry is the measurement of the heat released or absorbed during physical 
changes and reactions. Calorimetry does not measure the absolute heat of a sample 
Q, but changes in Q with temperature. Note that the Q mentioned here is not the 
wave vector, but the heat content of the sample.  
The DSC measurements were performed in a Perkin Elmer power-compensated 
DSC 8500. Power-compensated DSCs consist of two separate furnaces, one for the 
sample, one for the reference. During the measurement, the temperature in both 
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furnaces is kept constant, which requires a power compensation. The heat flow of 
the sample is given by  
?̇? =
𝑑𝑄
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑚𝑐𝑝  
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡
 
where ?̇? is the heat flow, m is the mass and cp is the specific heat capacity [30].  
In order to achieve higher heating and cooling rates, a flash calorimeter was used. 
The Mettler Toledo Flash DSC 1 is a power compensated calorimeter and can 
reach rates of 4,000 K s-1 in cooling and 40,000 K s-1 upon heating. This is 
achieved through very small sample sizes in the range of nano- to microgram 
[171,217,218] and a direct contact of the sample with the chip sensor which is 
directly heated. Therefore, the sample is heated and cooled very homogeneously, 
and the low heat capacity of the systems allow high heating and cooling rates. The 
temperature range, in which the calorimeter can measure is 178 K to 723 K.  
This temperature range makes is possible to melt the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 
alloy on the chip and vitrify it as the critical cooling rate of the alloy is determined 
as 1000 K s-1 [171] and therefore significantly lower than the possible cooling 
rates.  
3.3.1 Enthalpy recovery 
The enthalpy recovery is a measurement method to determine the enthalpic state of 
a sample with respect to a standard treated, unaged one [219]. Through aging 
below Tg a sample reaches lower enthalpic states as indicated in Figure 3-14a. The 
longer a sample is aged, the deeper the enthalpic state, in which the sample is if the 
equilibrium is not reached. The relative position of the enthalpic state with respect 
to the unaged sample is determined from the enthalpy, which is recovered when the 
sample is heated back into the SCL. The higher enthalpy gain of the relaxed sample 
during heating into the SCL is shown in Figure 3-14b. The marked area 
corresponds to the enthalpy difference in Figure 3-14a. 
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Figure 3-14: a) Enthalpy as a function of temperature upon heating an unrelaxed sample 
which was heated with the same rate it was cooled before (green) and two samples which 
were relaxed at Trelaxation for different times (orange longer than blue). The arrows show the 
amount of enthalpy, which is relaxed during the isothermal annealing b) Heat flow as a 
function of temperature of the three samples. The most relaxed sample (orange) shows a 
large enthalpy recovery peak in comparison to the unrelaxed sample.  
From such measurements not only the enthalpic state, but also the molar heat 
capacity difference between glass and liquid Δcpliquid-glass can be determined. For a 
temperature T=(T1+T2)/2, Δcpliquid-glass (T) = ΔHliquid-glass (T1)-ΔHliquid-glass(T2)/(T2-
T1). ΔHliquid-glass (Ti) can be determined by comparing the enthalpy recovered after 
long isothermal annealing to the recovery after short time annealing as the long 
time reflects the liquid and the short time reflect the glassy state. The absolute 
molar heat capacity of the supercooled liquid is Δcpliquid(T) = Δcpliquid-glass (T) + 
cp
glass [220,221]. 
Data collection 
The enthalpy recovery experiments were performed in a Perkin Elmer power 
compensated DSC 8500 and a Mettler Toledo Flash DSC 1. After a standard 
treatment of the samples, where they were heated into the supercooled liquid at 418 
K and cooled with a rate qc of 0.333 K s
-1 to guarantee the same enthalpic state for 
all samples, the experiments were done in two steps. At first, the samples are held 
isothermally for different times at a given temperature below Tg and then cooled to 
room temperature with a rate of 0.333 K s-1. Then, the samples were heated with 
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the same rate above Tg to determine the enthalpy recovery. This procedure was 
done at 358 K, 363 K, 373 K, 378 K.  
3.3.2 Tg shift measurements 
It has been shown that the structural relaxation time at which a system is frozen 
into a glass is proportional to the applied cooling rate and hence Tg changes with 
the rate [222–224]. To determine structural relaxation times from calorimetric 
measurements, Tg shift experiments are performed. Samples are cooled with 
different rates through the glass transition. The structural relaxation time is 
determined in the subsequent heating step with the same rate. 
 
Figure 3-15: Determination of Tgonset and Tgend of the three different heating rates for Tg 
shift experiments of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy. The curves are shifted for better 
clarity. 
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From the onset and end temperature of Tg, which are determined using the double 
tangent method as shown in Figure 3-15, the relaxation time τ at the temperature 
Tg
onset is [225]: 
𝜏(𝑇𝑔
𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡) =  
𝑇𝑔
𝑒𝑛𝑑−𝑇𝑔
𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑞𝐻
  
Here, Tg
end and Tg
onset are the end and the onset temperatures of the glass transition 
and qH is the heating rate. 
3.4 Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA) 
Three-point beam bending is used in the thermomechanical analysis (TMA) to 
determine viscosities in the range of 109 to 1014 Pas, which includes the glass 
transition (η(Tg)= 1012 Pas) for glass-forming systems.  
Data collection  
Beams with rectangular cross-sections are centrally loaded with a constant load in a 
three-point beam bending setup via a silica tip [55]. The setup, which is 
schematically shown in Figure 3-16, is then heated to the desired temperature and 
held isothermally. The beam starts to bend under the applied load and the 
deformation speed, which is measured, is proportional to the viscosity of the 
material. The viscosity can be calculated from the dimensions of the beam and 
deformation speed using the Hagy equation [226]: 
𝜂 =
𝑔 ∙ 𝐿3
144 ∙ 𝐼𝑐 ∙ 𝑣
∙ (𝑀 +
𝜌 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝐿
1.6
) 
Here, g is the gravity acceleration, L is the distance between the support points, and 
Ic is the cross-sectional moment of inertia. M is the load, ρ is the density of the 
material, v is the deformation speed of the beam and A is the cross-section.  
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Figure 3-16: Schematic of the three-point beam bending setup used to determine viscosity 
in vicinity of the glass transition. The sample is loaded by the rod leading to a continuous 
deflection of the beam from which the viscosity of the sample can be determined. 
Beams with rectangular cross-section (width= 2 mm, thickness= 0.4-0.9 mm) were 
loaded centrally with 10 g and heated with a constant heating rate of 20 K min-1 
and held isothermally at different temperatures between 368 and 393 K in a 
Netzsch TMA 402 F3 Hyperion Thermomechanical Analyzer. The samples were 
held isothermally during the aging process until the equilibrium viscosity was 
reached. The equilibration process was fitted with a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts 
(KWW) stretched exponential equation to determine the equilibrium viscosity ηeq , 
e.g. [227]: 
𝜂 =  𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝜂𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑢𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙(1 − exp (− (
𝑡
𝜏𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
)
𝛾
)) 
ηinitial is the initial viscosity when the isothermal temperature is reached. ηequilibrium-
initial is the change in viscosity until the equilibrium is reached. Therefore, 
ηequilibirum=ηinitial + ηequilibrium-initial. t is the experimental time, τaging is the aging time 
and γ is the shape parameter for that process. τaging and γ are different to the 
structural relaxation time τ and the shape parameter β described in section 3.2.1. In 
XPCS the relaxation time is measured on the atomic level and here it is measured 
on a macroscopic sample. 
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Figure 3-17: Viscosity of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 as a function of time measured in a 
3PBB setup at 373 K. The data are fitted with the KWW equation and the equilibrium 
viscosity is determined as 1.94x1013 Pa s.  
 
The macroscopic measurements rather give the time to age into equilibrium [228], 
whereas the microscopic XPCS measurements determine an instantanious 
equilibrium relaxation time. The results from atomic and macroscopic 
measurements can deviate considerably [52]. Figure 3-17 shows the viscosity as a 
function of temperature for the isothermal measurement. The data are fitted with 
the KWW equation given above. 
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3.5 Couette rheometry 
A Couette rheometer has been used to measure viscosities at controlled 
temperatures and shear rates. The apparatus uses a rotating concentric cylinder in a 
shear cell geometry adhering to DIN 53019-3 standards (Mooney/Ewart measuring 
system). The viscosity η (Pa s) is calculated according to Ref. [229]:  
𝜂 =
(𝑅0
2−𝑅𝑖
2)
4𝜋𝐿 𝑅0
2 𝑅𝑖
2 𝑐𝐿
𝑀
𝜔
    
Where L, Ri and Ro, correspond to the immersion length of the bob in the melt, the 
radius of the inner cylinder (bob) and the outer radius of the shear cell (inner radius 
of the cup), respectively. ω is the radial velocity of the bob in rad/s, which is 
computer controlled. M is the reaction torque on the cup in Nm, which is measured 
with a high sensitivity torque sensor. The conical apex of the bob prevents the 
entrapment of gas bubbles. The correction factor cL accounts for the torque 
contribution from the conical apex.  
The vacuum chamber was evacuated to 10-4 mbar and subsequently filled with 
approximately 500 mbar of high purity Ar (≥ 99.999 %)) before each experiment. 
The titanium getters and shear cell were heated inductively using a high frequency 
rf generator. A type K thermocouple, which was embedded in the crucible, was 
used to measure the temperature. The temperature of the shear cell was regulated 
by a custom built LABVIEW controller. NIST traceable silicone oils possessing 
viscosities of 9.6 mPa s, 99.0 mPa s, and 960 mPa s are used for the calibration of 
the viscosity range of the device.  
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Steel (C45) was used as shear cell and bob material. Both components were 
exposed to a nitriding process (4 h at 833 K in N2), in order to generate a protective 
nitride layer on the surface of both parts providing the combination of sufficient 
wetting and no severe reaction between crucible material and melt. 
The samples were heated to 300 K above their liquidus temperature in the Couette 
rheometer and a stepwise shear rate profile was applied in clockwise and 
counterclockwise directions. The melt was cooled at a rate of 0.33 K s-1 until just 
prior to the onset of crystallization and then immediately reheated to the starting 
temperature at the same rate. While shearing, this cooling and heating cycle was 
repeated a total of three times [230]. 
3.6 Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 
Dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA) is a technique, in which a material is 
cyclically loaded and the response function of the material to the oscillating 
excitation is recorded. Ribbons, beams or plates are cyclically loaded in tension, 
bending or torsion. From the cyclic load with frequency f, the response function of 
the material is recorded and storage as well as loss modulus are determined. The 
schematic of the DMA measurement is shown in Figure 3-18. The loss modulus is 
calculated from the phase shift between the excitation and the response function of 
the material and the storage modulus with 𝐸′′ = 𝐸′ × tan(𝛿), where 𝐸′′ is the loss 
modulus, 𝐸′is the storage modulus and 𝛿 is the phase shift of excitation and 
response function. Upon heating, the loss modulus of the material exhibits a 
maximum at that temperature, where the structural relaxation time corresponds 
exactly to the applied excitation frequency. The structural relaxation time τ of the 
material is connected to the applied frequency via  
𝜏 =
1
2𝜋𝑓
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Figure 3-18: Schematic of the principle of measurement in a DMA. Ribbons are cyclically 
loaded with a fixed frequency upon continuous heating with a fixed rate and the response 
function of the material is recorded (red line) from which the storage and loss modulus of 
the material are determined. 
 
Figure 3-19 shows the loss modulus curve recorded during a DMA measurement. 
For different frequencies (relaxation times) the peak is shifted to different 
temperatures. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation 
time τ can be determined by measuring at different frequencies.  
Data collection 
DMA measurements were performed in a TA Q800 Dynamic Mechanical 
Analyzer. Melt spun ribbons with thicknesses between 10 and 20 µm were 
measured in tensile mode. The measured length of the ribbons was about 5 mm. 
The preload force, which was applied to strain the ribbon during the cyclic 
experiment, was 0.5 N. The applied amplitude of the oscillation was 1 µm at 5 
different frequencies (0.1, 0.3, 1, 3 and 10 Hz). The ribbons were heated with a 
constant heating rate of 2 K min-1 up to 430 K to determine the temperatures, 
which correspond to the relaxation times determined by the different frequencies. 
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Figure 3-19: Normalized loss modulus as a function of temperature and a modulation 
frequency of 1Hz. The temperature, at which the loss modulus maximizes, corresponds to 
the relaxation time of 0.16 s, which results from the applied frequency.  
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4 The Glass 
In the following chapter the behavior of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy in the 
glassy state is described and discussed. For that reason, the results from the XPCS 
measurements are analyzed during the slow heating protocol, which was used. As 
already mentioned before, the thermal history of a glass is crucial for the 
understanding of the state in which the glass is in. Hence, the thermal protocol, 
which the samples experienced in the experiments is described in the beginning.  
4.1 Thermal Protocol in the glassy state during XPCS  
The ribbons of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy, which were investigated during 
the XPCS experiments were produced by melt spinning (see section 3.1.4). Typical 
cooling rates for this process are up to 106 K s-1. Due to this very high cooling rate, 
the material is frozen in a high energy state. As the material ages considerably at 
room temperature, the sample are kept in the freezer at 255 K.  
As already described in section 3.2.1, XPCS can measure relaxation times in the 
range between 10s and 10.000 s. Due to the super-Arrhenius temperature 
dependence of relaxation time the temperature range, in which a metastable 
equilibrium liquid exhibits these structural relaxation times is narrow. For this 
reason, the equilibration of the glass into the liquid must be done slowly to stay in 
the measuring range of XPCS. If the glass is heated too fast to high temperature the 
dynamics become too fast to be measurable in XPCS. But on the other hand, the 
equilibration must be fast enough to be able to acquire sufficient data within the 
limited beam time at the synchrotron. In this light, the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 
alloy is experimentally very advantageous for XPCS experiments. The low Tg of 
395 K allows a slow equilibration upon heating from the glass within a reasonable 
amount of time. Within the six days of beamtime, which were provided by the 
ESRF, it was feasible to equilibrate the material into the supercooled liquid using a 
very slow heating protocol to be able to observe the equilibration process in situ. 
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To be able to determine the relaxation time upon heating from the glass, long 
isothermal intervals were chosen to record and correlate the speckle pattern at the 
given temperature between the heating steps.  
The thermal protocol was the following: The sample was heated with 1 K min-1 
from room temperature (295 K) to 363 K with isothermal steps of 3 h every 5 K. 
From 363 K on, the sample was held isothermally every 2 K and heated until 396 K 
with isothermal steps between 180 min and 20 min. 
This thermal protocol is very different from standard thermal treatments of glasses. 
Normally, glasses are heated in a single step to temperatures below Tg and held 
isothermally to observe the equilibration process in-situ, as for example done in 
viscosity or volume equilibration experiments, or they are heated with a continuous 
rate into the supercooled liquid to observe Tg and the associated enthalpy recovery 
of the glass when entering the liquid phase. Therefore, the stepwise heating is a 
very special treatment allowing a new look on the equilibration process of glasses, 
which is described in the following section.  
4.2 Aging behavior  
Due to the melt spinning the liquid is frozen in a high energy state as a high cooling 
rate leads to a higher glass transition temperature and a high energy state of the 
glass (see Figure 2-9). During the thermal protocol (see previous section 4.1) the 
sample relaxes from its high energy state towards the supercooled liquid. 
Figure 4-1a shows the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation time τ 
upon slowly heating from the high energy glassy state. Upon heating the glass 
should relax towards the supercooled liquid state. As can be seen, two regions are 
distinguishable. At lower temperatures, τ appears to be temperature independent. 
Upon further heating, τ becomes highly temperature dependent at a value of 377 K 
before the glass equilibrates at 395 K into the supercooled liquid.  
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Figure 4-1: (a) Structural relaxation time τ as a function of the temperature. At 377 K the 
temperature dependence changes from a nearly temperature independent behavior below to 
a highly temperature dependent behavior above. (b) Shape parameter β as a function of 
temperature in the glassy state. β stays highly compressed even though the relaxation time 
becomes highly temperature dependent, proofing the glassy nature of the dynamics. 
In the first region where we observe temperature independent behavior, the 
material exhibits stationary dynamics. Based on a statistic process the stationary 
dynamics are interrupted by intermittent aging events as can be seen in the TTCF 
shown in Figure 4-2. The figure is cut into two pieces as two sets of data were 
acquired which cannot be merged afterwards. 
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Figure 4-2: TTCF at 377 K. The aging occurs intermittently after about 6000s as the 
broadening indicates. After the aging event, the TTCF appears stationary again with no 
sign of further aging. The figure is reproduced from [219].  
 Such intermittent aging events lead to a significant increase in τ as shown by the 
arrow in Figure 4-1a and in the g2(Q,t)-1/c function of Figure 4-3. τ increases from 
a value of about 560 s before the aging event to 1650 s afterwards. During the 
aging process the shape parameter β increases from a value of 1.6 in the stationary 
dynamics before to a value of 2.0 and drops afterwards to a value of 1.4 in the 
following stationary regime. This is illustrated in Figure 4-4. The shape parameter 
shows a peak during the aging event and drops afterwards to a lower value than 
before. At the same time, τ increases significantly. Our research group has found 
this kind of aging behavior before in a Pd-based bulk metallic glass-forming alloy 
[52].  
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Figure 4-3: g2(Q,t)-1/c at 377 K corresponding to the TTCF in Figure 4-2. The aging 
increases the relaxation time significantly from 570 s to 1650 s. The data are from [219].   
 
Figure 4-4: Evolution of relaxation time and shape parameter as a function of time at 377 
K. τ exhibits a continuous increase, whereas β shows a maximum during the aging event. 
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In the highly temperature dependent region above 377 K, no sign of aging can be 
found anymore. The TTCFs in that region show stationary behavior (see Figure 
4-5) over the entire experimental time even if the sample was held isothermally at a 
single temperature for several hours, which is one order of magnitude longer than 
the structural relaxation time. Figure 4-6 shows the intensity auto-correlation 
functions for several temperatures above 377 K in the temperature dependent 
region. The shape of all functions show compressed behavior with β >>1, which is 
a result of ballistic-like motion in the material due to the internal stresses 
introduced into the glass through the casting process [175,176,228]. This 
compressed behavior has been found in metallic glasses, oxidic glasses and colloid 
systems before.  This is a clear indication for glassy behavior, proving that this 
region cannot be associated to the supercooled liquid.  
 
 
Figure 4-5: Two times correlation function measured at 387 K in the glass upon heating. 
The dynamics are stationary with no sign of aging.  
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Figure 4-1 illustrates the temperature dependence of τ and β for both regions. 
Although the temperature dependence changes significantly at 377 K the shape 
parameter β is not influenced, exhibiting values significantly above 1. The alloy 
appears to be stuck in a deep energy minimum, which is not the metastable 
supercooled equilibrium liquid.  
 
Figure 4-6: a) g2(Q,t)-1/C at 8 different temperatures in the highly temperature dependent 
regime above 377 K. The functions are highly compressed. b) The temperature time 
superposition for the functions from a). The curves exhibit the same shape β=1.60±0.15.  
 
4.2.1 Enthalpy recovery experiments 
The enthalpy recovery experiments shown in Figure 4-7 mirror qualitatively the 
intermittent aging behavior observed below 377 K in the XPCS experiment. Figure 
4-7a shows the enthalpy recovered after different annealing times at 373 K. The 
longer the annealing time, the larger the endothermic overshoot representing the 
enthalpy which is recovered. Each curve in Figure 4-7a reflects one data point in 
Figure 4-7b, where the enthalpy relative to the total enthalpy released at a 
temperature is shown as a function of time. The enthalpy release is not continuous. 
Figure 4-7b shows several plateaus for different annealing temperatures. The 
plateaus are clearly shaped especially at lower temperatures [231] and are 
reminiscent of the intermittent aging behavior observed in the XPCS experiment.  
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Figure 4-7: a) Enthalpy recovery measurements with a rate of 0.333 K s-1 after different 
annealing times at 373 K. The enthalpy which is recovered increases with increasing 
annealing time. b) Relative enthalpy which is recovered as a function of the annealing time 
for 4 different temperatures. As can be seen, the enthalpy does not increase plainly 
logarithmically with time, but shows step-like behavior. The figure is reproduced from 
[219]  
4.3 Discussion  
The alloy shows very particular aging behavior on the atomic scale in the XPCS 
experiments. At temperatures below 377 K, the dynamics of the alloy appears to be 
temperature independent (see Figure 4-1a). The dynamics is stationary with 
intermittent aging events during which the relaxation time increase continuously 
(see Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4). This intermittent aging has been observed 
before in a Pd-based metallic glass [52], where it has been associated to the 
evolution of the material from a high energy state to energetically lower states 
through hopping from one local minimum to the next in the energy landscape. The 
energy landscape reflects all possible configurations of the alloy energetically and 
each configuration is described by a local minimum in the energy landscape. 
Through aging events, the material evolves in this energy landscapes from 
energetically unfavored local minima to energetically more favored minima. This is 
a statistic process as each minimum possesses an activation energy barrier which 
must be overcome. This leads to an intermittent aging behavior as the system does 
not continuously evolve but gets trapped in local minima which it has to leave. This 
hopping down the energy landscape is likely also the reason for the intermittent 
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aging behavior in the Au-based system. Each hopping event lead to an aging event 
in the TTCF. The plateaus in the enthalpy recovery experiments (see Figure 4-7) 
are reminiscent of the intermittent aging events in XPCS. Although the behavior 
appears to be very similar, there are several differences which must be considered.  
First, the two measurement techniques probe different sample sizes. The enthalpy 
recovery experiments use large sized samples from which the released heat after 
the glass transition is measured to deduce the enthalpic state of the glass which was 
frozen-in. For this reason, the technique probes a macroscopic property. XPCS on 
the other hand is a technique that probes atomic motion microscopically.  
Second, the thermal protocol of the XPCS sample is completely different from the 
one of the enthalpy recovery samples. The XPCS sample is heated slowly and held 
isothermally every 5 K. Therefore, the sample start to age at lower temperatures 
during the isothermal annealing and moves down the energy landscape. When it 
reaches the temperatures at which the samples of the enthalpy recovery 
experiments are annealed, the sample is on a significantly lower enthalpic state, as 
the enthalpy recovery samples, which are heated with a constant rate of 20 K min-1 
to their annealing temperature and do not have the possibility to relax before 
reaching the annealing temperature.  
The very different thermal protocols and the different length scales on which the 
two techniques probe the sample, make a quantitative comparison impossible, as 
can be seen when the enthalpy recovery at 378 K (see Figure 4-7) and the TTCF at 
377 K (see Figure 4-2) are compared. The enthalpy recovery experiment shows no 
plateau-like behavior and the maximum heat is released after 2000 s, whereas the 
TTCF shows no aging for about 6000 s, before the first aging event occurs. This 
suggests that the sample, which has been heated very slowly during the XPCS 
measurements, is trapped in deep energy minima of the energy landscape, which it 
can only leave if the activation energy barrier is overcome. As this overcoming is a 
statistical process it can obviously take a long period of time. 
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Figure 4-8: Schematic comparison of the energy state with respect to the supercooled 
liquid of an unaged glass in comparison to the deeply aged glass produced by the thermal 
protocol. The high energy barrier and the low driving force for equilibration is the reason 
why the deeply aged glass does not enter the SCL.  
 
Such a deep minimum can be the reason for the temperature dependent region 
above 377 K measured in XPCS (Figure 4-1a). Figure 4-8 schematically shows the 
difference between an unaged glass and the glass which has been produced by the 
thermal protocol during the XPCS upon heating. In comparison to the unaged 
glass, the glass has aged its way down the energy landscape into a deep minimum 
so that the driving force for entering the SCL is very low and the activation energy 
barrier is very high. Therefore, the sample does not equilibrate from this deep 
minimum, which apparently exhibits a steep temperature dependence of the 
relaxation time into the SCL although it is held isothermally at various 
temperatures many times longer than its relaxation time. Only upon further heating 
it finally equilibrates at 395 K. A possible explanation for the deep minima in the 
energy landscape could be the different diffusivity of the elements in the alloy. 
Small atomic species like Si in this alloy is expected to move significantly faster 
than the large atoms like Au, as has been shown in Zr- based alloys [232]. When 
slowly heating the sample, the small atoms relax out stresses and free volume 
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before the large atoms can move and lead to a very dense packing without giving 
the whole system the possibility to rearrange, which would result in the 
equilibration into the SCL. For this reason, the SCL can only be reached at elevated 
temperatures where the thermal energy is high enough to overcome the large 
energy barriers generated by the selective diffusion of the small atoms.  
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5 The Liquid  
In the following chapter, the dynamical, thermodynamic and structural behavior in 
the supercooled and stable liquid state of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy is 
discussed based on results measured with the various techniques described in the 
material and methods section 3.  
5.1 Dynamics in the liquid  
5.1.1 Thermal Protocol during XPCS and XRD 
As described in section 4.1, the material was slowly heated and equilibrated into 
the supercooled liquid at 395 K. From that point the material was cooled. Upon 
cooling, a quasi-static cooling protocol has been applied and the dynamics has been 
measured using XPCS. The sample was cooled with a rate of 0.1 K min-1 
interrupted by isothermal annealing steps with a length of 20-240 min every 0.5 K 
down to 380 K. In a separate experiment the same protocol was used to investigate 
the structure of the liquid. 
5.1.2 Preservation of the amorphous state 
After the thermal protocol the material retained its amorphous structure. Although 
the sample was held in the supercooled liquid for several days, no crystallization 
occurred. Figure 5-1 shows the S(Q) at 380 K after the quasi-static cooling before 
quenching the material with a rate of 7 K min-1 to room temperature. 
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Figure 5-1: Total structure factor S(Q) after the equilibrium cooling at 380 K. No reflexes 
of crystalline phases are visible after the thermal treatment of six days. 
 
The S(Q) is smooth with no sharp peaks occurring, indicating the preservation of 
the amorphous structure during the thermal treatment. To confirm the amorphous 
structure, the heat flow of a sample, which was heat treated with the thermal 
protocol applied during the XPCS measurements, is compared to a standard treated 
sample. Figure 5-2 shows the comparison of the two samples. As can be seen, the 
curves deviate from each other but within the accuracy of the method and exhibit 
comparable crystallization enthalpies indicating a fully amorphous sample after the 
thermal protocol. 
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Figure 5-2: DSC scan of the ribbon after the quasi-static cooling treatment as applied in 
the XPCS experiment (black) and of a as cast reference sample heated with a 20 K min-1 
(orange). The samples exhibit approximately the same enthalpy of crystallization. 
5.1.3 Thermal history and glass transition 
Although the amorphous structure is preserved, the thermal history of the sample is 
changed completely and very unique in comparison to standard heat treatments. 
Normally, very high cooling rates are applied to freeze the amorphous structure of 
the liquid and supercooled liquid to a glass and to avoid crystallization. In the case 
of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy, the critical cooling rate in the flash DSC is 
determined to be between 600 and 1000 K s-1 [171,217,218]. To normalize as cast 
samples, they are standard treated to guarantee the same thermal history and 
frozen-in state for all samples. The standard treatment includes the heating of the 
sample into the supercooled liquid, the equilibration in the supercooled liquid and a 
subsequent cooling with a rate of 20 K min-1. 
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The thermal protocol applied here is very different. The hyper-quenched ribbons 
are heated slowly from room temperature above Tg, where they equilibrate into the 
supercooled liquid and are then cooled with a quasi-static cooling protocol. This 
very slow cooling rate shifts Tg to lower temperatures in comparison to the 
standard treatment as Tg is a kinetic event, which occurs at lower temperatures for 
lower cooling rates. Figure 5-3 shows Tg for different cooling rates (circles) and 
heating rates (triangles) in a logarithmic diagram. Tg of the applied cooling rate 
(0.1 K min-1) is extrapolated from the values of different Flash DSC and XRD 
measurements at higher cooling rates and is estimated to be 380±4 K. The 
influence of the cooling rate on Tg is significant. Tg changes from 440 K when 
cooled with 6000 K s-1 to 380 K when cooled with 0.00167 K s-1.  
 
Figure 5-3: Cooling rate dependence of Tg of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 metallic glass. 
The expected Tg for the applied cooling rate of 0.1 K min-1 is 380±4 K extrapolated from  
unpublished Flash-DSC data, from Flash-DSC data taken from [171], XRD experiments 
done in this work and in [168] upon cooling with different rates. 
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Additionally, the figure illustrates the good agreement of Tg
end in heating with the 
Tg
onset upon cooling as can be seen at the standard cooling rate of 20 K min-1. The 
cooling experiment in XRD gives the same result as the heating experiment in the 
DSC.  
The extrapolation of Tg to 380 K strengthens the assumption that the material is in 
the supercooled liquid down to at least 380 K upon quasi-static cooling. The 
investigation of the dynamics between 396 K and 380 K is discussed in the 
following section. 
5.1.4 Dynamics in the supercooled liquid 
Upon cooling, the dynamics of the liquid is stationary between 396 K and 380 K. 
Figure 5-4 shows a representative TTCF for the liquid state. The TTCF’s show no 
sign of aging. We have learned from chapter 4 that stationary behavior is no proof 
of liquid dynamics as it can be observed in the glass as well. 
 
Figure 5-4: TTCF at 386 K. The diagonal keeps a constant width indicating stationary 
liquid-like behavior.  
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 Nevertheless, stationary dynamics is a necessary condition for liquid behavior. The 
difference between glass and liquid is observable in the normalized intensity 
autocorrelation function g2(Q,t). If it is compressed, ballistic-like motion is 
dominant and the material behaves as a glass (see chapter 4). The dynamics in the 
liquid is different. The different atomic species in the alloy diffuse with different 
timescales resulting in a stretched exponential decay of g2(Q,t). Figure 5-5a 
illustrates the temperature dependence of the normalized intensity autocorrelation 
function g2(Q,t)-1/c. As can be seen, the decay is shifted to longer times with 
decreasing temperature. The temperature-time superposition holds true and all 
functions decay with the same shape parameter β of 0.87±0.10 as can be seen in the 
inset. This is the decisive characteristic and sufficient condition for liquid behavior. 
The difference between liquid and glassy behavior is shown in Figure 5-5b. Here, 
the normalized intensity autocorrelation function of the glass upon heating and the 
liquid upon cooling at 383 K are compared. The differences are obvious. Although 
measured at the same temperature, the dynamics in the glass is more than one order 
of magnitude faster than in the liquid. Simultaneously, the shape parameter in the 
glass is highly compressed whereas it is stretched in the liquid.  
Figure 5-6 shows the dynamic susceptibility χT (Q,t) measured using XPCS at the 
FSDP of the S(Q) at 385.5 K. The dynamics exhibits heterogenous processes with 
relaxation times around 30 s, as indicated by the peak in the dynamic susceptibility. 
This value is similar to values obtained in colloids and gels close to their dynamical 
arrest just above Tg [38,193–195]. This is a further indication of liquid-like 
behavior.  
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Figure 5-5: (a) Temperature dependence of normalized intensity autocorrelation functions 
measured with XPCS at Qp=2.78 Å-1. Lines are fits using the KWW function. Inset: Same 
data shown over t/τ. (b) g2(Qp,t)-1/c as a function of t/τ measured at 383 K in an 
hyperquenched glass heated from low temperature (blue circles), and in the quasi-statically 
cooled supercooled liquid shown in panel (a) (orange diamonds). The dashed line is a 
single exponential decay (β=1). The two curves correspond to two distinct dynamics as 
sketched in the inset by the intersection of the vertical line with the glass or the liquid. 
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Figure 5-6: Dynamic susceptibility χT (Q,t) measured at the FSDP of the S(Q) for Q=2.78 
Å-1 at 385.5 K. The peaks show the occurrence of dynamical heterogeneities involving 
mainly processes with fast relaxation times of ≈30 s. The corresponding intensity 
fluctuations are marked by the red line in the contour plot of a portion of the TTCF 
(Q=2.78 Å-1) reported in the inset. The dashed-dotted grey line is the fit of g2 (Q=2.78 Å-
1,t). 
5.1.5 Q-dependence in the ultra-viscous liquid state  
To further clarify, whether the nature of the dyamics is glassy- or liquid-like, the Q 
dependence of the dynamics has been measured. At 385.5 K, which is above the 
expected glass transition for the applied cooling rate, the dynamics was measured 
at eight Q values around the FSDP. Figure 5-7 shows two TTCF at different Q 
values on the low Q side of the FSDP (Figure 5-7a,b) and on the maximum (Figure 
5-7c), which has been investigated during the temperature dependent 
measurements. The dynamics is stationary at all Q values. This contrasts the 
dynamics in metallic glasses, where intermittent or continuous aging is observed on 
the atomic level (see chapter 4) [52,219,228,233,234]. 
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Figure 5-7: Two-times correlation function at 385.5 K for three different Q values (2.58 Å-
1 (a), 2.67 Å-1 (b), 2.78 Å-1 (c)). The dynamics behaves stationary during the entire 
measurement.  
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Figure 5-8: Normalized intensity autocorrelation functions for the low (a) and the high (b) 
Q side of the FSDP. 
The decreasing intensity of the signal from Figure 5-7c to Figure 5-7a is due to the 
lower scattered signal when moving away from the FSDP. The fluctuations in the 
TTCF are a result of the heterogenous dynamics in supercooled liquids, e.g. 
[44,48,213], which are caused by an increasing cooperativity as shown in the 
previous section in the light of dynamic susceptibility.  
The intensity auto-correlation functions determined at the eight different wave 
vectors Q are shown in Figure 5-8. Figure 5-8a illustrates intensity auto-correlation 
functions on the low Q side, whereas Figure 5-8b shows the intensity auto-
correlation functions on the high Q side of the FSDP. As can be seen from Figure 
5-8a, the dynamics depends strongly on the wave vector. When departing from the 
FSDP, the shape parameter changes from β(Q)= 0.80±0.02 at 2.78 Å-1 to 0.51±0.02 
at 2.58 Å-1. This change of approximately 40 % is significant considering the small 
change in Q of only 0.2 Å-1. The distinct Q dependence of the shape parameter 
contrasts the behavior observed in the glassy state of metallic glass-formers, where 
the highly compressed shape parameter has been found to be independent of Q 
around the FSDP [235]. The correlation between structure and the dynamics can be 
seen in Figure 5-9a-c, where the S(Q) around the FSDP (a) is shown along with the 
structural relaxation time τ (b) and the shape parameter β (c). All data are fitted 
with a pseudo-Voigt function (lines). 
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Figure 5-9: (a) Q dependence of the static structure factor S(Q), (b) the relaxation time τ, 
(c) the shape parameter β. τ and β follow the S(Q) in phase. The colors in (b) and 
(c)correspond to Figure 5-8.  
 As can clearly be seen, τ and β follow the shape of the S(Q) around the FSDP. τ 
shows a maximum at the FSDP and β indicates a pronounced narrowing of the 
relaxation time spectrum at the FSDP. This is a clear indication for de Gennes 
narrowing due to an increasing cooperativity when approaching the length scale of 
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the next neighbor distances [201,210]. The cooperativity implies that the most 
stable configurations with the longest relaxation time are found on the length scale 
of the FSDP leading to a more homogenous relaxation time spectrum. τ and β are 
codependent parameters. To account for the β dependence of τ, the mean relaxation 
time <τ> is calculated as ⟨𝜏(𝑄)⟩ = 𝛤 (
1
𝛽(𝑄)
)
𝜏(𝑄)
𝛽(𝑄)
 , where Γ is the Gamma function 
[30]. Figure 5-10 shows <τ> as a function of Q, which reflects the typical increase 
towards small Q values as larger length scales are probed. At high temperatures 
<τ> ~ Q-2 as diffusive motion is present [236–238] with β= 1. At low temperatures 
the diffusive motion becomes less dominant in the Q range around the FSDP, 
where instead cooperative atomic motion is present as can be seen from 
simulations e.g. [202,239], and experiments, e.g. [196,207,239]. The dashed line in 
Figure 5-10 describes the Q-1 dependence of <τ> in the measured Q range, which is 
an effect of the large distribution of the collective motion to the dynamics in the 
observed Q range. 
 
 
Figure 5-10: <τ> as a function of Q. The dashed line describes the Q-1 dependence of <τ> 
The colors correspond to the colors in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9.  
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5.1.6 Connection between supercooled and stable liquid 
In the following section, the relaxation time results from the XPCS measurements 
are compared to different measurements performed in the supercooled liquid and 
stable liquid state. In the supercooled liquid just above Tg, the XPCS measurements 
are complemented by Tg shift, TMA and DMA measurements (see methods).  
As discussed above, the material is equilibrated in the supercooled liquid state 
between 396 K and 380 K during the quasi-static cooling protocol. Figure 5-11 
shows the structural relaxation time of the liquid as a function of temperature, 
determined from g2(Q,t), measured on melt-spun ribbons in XPCS. As can be seen, 
the temperature dependence of the dynamics changes at 389 K. The two regimes 
are fitted with the VFT function. 
 
Figure 5-11: Structural relaxation time as a function of temperature determined from 
XPCS measurements on melt-spun ribbons. The data show a clear dynamic crossover at 
389 K (dashed line). The two regimes are fitted with a VFT function (lines). The figure is 
reproduced from [234]. 
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They show very different fitting parameters. The low temperature regime exhibits 
strong behavior with D*= 23.1±0.8 and T0= 243.3±3 K. The high temperature 
regime exhibits fragile behavior with D*= 8.9±0.4 and T0= 315.9±2.3 K. 
This difference is significant. The fragile behavior is one of the most fragile 
behaviors ever observed for a metallic glass-forming liquid [67,68]. In Zr-based 
metallic glass-forming systems, for example, such a fragile behavior is typically 
detected in the stable liquid above the LLT [3,82,97] above Tl. The strong behavior 
is comparable to values observed for the strongest metallic glass-formers in the 
viscosity range around their Tg [67,70].  
The results on the atomic level from the XPCS measurement are flanked with 
macroscopic measurements using DMA, Tg shift and TMA. 
 
 
Figure 5-12: Normalized loss modulus for five different frequencies measured in DMA. 
The loss modulus exhibits a maximum (end of each curve) at the temperature where the 
relaxation time of the material fits to the excitation frequency so that the excitation is 
damped. With increasing frequency increases the temperature at which the loss modulus 
maximizes. As the machine was only temperature calibrated, the absolute value of the loss 
modulus is not reliable.  
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Figure 5-12 illustrates the DMA measurements from which the structural relaxation 
time is calculated as described in section 3.6. From these measurements the 
relaxation time at five different temperatures can be determined and compared to 
the XPCS results. The DMA provides macroscopic measurements and therefore 
information on the relaxation time of the whole melt-spun ribbon, which is 
measured. 
The Tg shift measurements are shown in Figure 5-13. From these measurements, 
the structural relaxation time at three different temperatures can be determined as 
described in section 3.3.2. It provides information on the relaxation time of the 
bulk samples, which were measured. 
 
Figure 5-13: Tg shift experiments with three different heating rates of the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy. The curves are shifted vertically for better clarity. 
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Figure 5-14: Selection of isothermal three-point beam bending measurements at 5 
different temperatures. The equilibrium viscosity is determined using a KWW stretched 
exponential equation.  
The TMA measurements are shown in Figure 5-14. The equilibrium values of the 
isothermal viscosity measurements are determined as described in section 3.4. The 
measurement provides information on the macroscopic viscosity of the bulk 
samples, which were measured. The equilibrium viscosities of the bulk samples are 
converted into relaxation times. Figure 5-15 unites the relaxation times determined 
from XPCS (blue circles) with DMA measurements on ribbons (blue triangles), Tg 
shift experiment (red crosses) and three-point beam bending measurements (red 
squares). The viscosity measurements from three-point beam bending align 
perfectly with the XPCS results below 389 K, where strong dynamic behavior is 
found. The viscosity data are converted into relaxation times using the relation η = 
Gτ-η × τ (see e.g. [68]). The constant of proportionality Gτ-η, which is the high 
frequency shear modulus, is determined to be Gτ-η, of 4.5 × 10
8 Pa [219]. The VFT 
fit to the relaxation times converted from the viscosity data and the XPCS data  
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Figure 5-15: XPCS results from Figure 5-11 (blue circles) extended with results from 
3PBB (red squares) and Tg-shift (red crosses) on bulk samples and DMA measurements on 
ribbons (blue triangles). As can be seen, the viscosity and the Tg shift data of the bulk 
samples align nicely with the strong liquid regime measured in XPCS on melt-spun 
ribbons, whereas the DMA measurements align with the fragile regime.  
below 389 K gives D* = 21.5 ± 0.7 and T0 = 244.6 ± 2.8 K, which is similar to the 
fit of the XPCS results, proofing that the same liquid phase is probed with both 
techniques. The relaxation times determined from the DMA measurements align 
nicely with the fragile regime determined from XPCS. The VFT fit to the fragile 
XPCS data above 389 K and the DMA measurements gives D*= 8.4 ± 0.3 together 
with T0= 315.3 ± 2.0 K. The fit is very similar to the fit, which is based only on the 
XPCS data, and the measured dynamics clearly belong to the same liquid phase.  
Viscosity measurements in the stable liquid above the melting point Tm= 614 K 
complete the measurements of the dynamics in the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 
metallic glass-forming liquid. Figure 5-16 shows the results of the viscosity 
measurement using Couette rheometry. 
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Figure 5-16: High temperature viscosity measurement upon cooling with 0.33 K s-1 in the 
equilibrium liquid above the liquidus temperature and in the supercooled liquid with an 
undercooling of up to 36 K using Couette rheometry. At 36 K undercooling below the 
liquidus temperature (Tl) the material crystallizes.  
The viscosity can be determined upon cooling with a constant rate of 0.33 K s-1 
starting at 830 K in the stable liquid down to 628 K which is 36 K below the 
liquidus temperature (Tl). Two data sets show the reproducibility of the 
measurements. Figure 5-17 connects the Couette measurements, which have been 
converted into relaxation times using Gτ-η, with the XPCS and DMA measurement. 
The three techniques cover different ranges of relaxation times from 103 s down to 
10-10 s and deliver a congruent picture of the dynamics. 
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Figure 5-17: VFT fit to data acquired by XPCS (blue circles), DMA (blue triangles) and 
Couette rheometry (blue diamonds). The fit shows the fragile behavior of the liquid above 
389 K.  
The results are fitted with the VFT equation resulting in a D* = 9.4 ± 0.2 and T0 = 
308.5 ± 1.0 K. The fit is very good considering the large range of relaxation times 
of 13 orders of magnitude. The fit parameters are in good agreement with the ones 
determined only in the deeply supercooled liquid. The nice fit between high 
temperature and low temperature data indicates that the three techniques XPCS, 
DMA and Couette rheometry probe the dynamics of the same fragile liquid.  
The results indicate that bulk samples behave strong, whereas melt-spun ribbons 
show fragile liquid behavior.  
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5.2 The liquid-liquid transition 
5.2.1 Dynamical signature of the LLT  
The bend in the relaxation time data at 389 K occurs in the liquid state, as shown in 
Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-15. Therefore, the bend cannot be associated to a freezing 
of the liquid. As already mentioned, the change in the dynamics is significant as the 
change of the D* parameter from more than 20 for the region below 389 K and less 
than 10 above is in good agreement with the values measured in Zr-based metallic 
glass-forming liquids below and above a liquid-liquid phase transition (LLT) 
[80,97]. This fact suggests the occurrence of such a LLT in the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 metallic glass-forming liquid in the deeply supercooled 
liquid just above the glass transition temperature. The transition can only be seen 
in-situ during very slow cooling in XPCS as the glass transition, which at standard 
cooling rates obscures the LLT, is shifted to lower temperatures. Other techniques 
can show the change in the dynamics only ex-situ. The DMA measurements which 
were performed at hyper-quenched ribbons show the dynamics of the fragile liquid 
as this is frozen-in during the fast cooling. The three-point beam bending is 
performed on bulk samples, which experienced a slower cooling rate, allowing the 
liquid to transform either directly during the casting process or later during aging 
into the strong liquid phase. For this reason, the three-point beam bending delivers 
the dynamics of the strong phase. The change in the dynamics is only a signature of 
the LLT and must be associated with a calorimetric signature and structural 
changes. These two fields are discussed in the following sections.  
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5.2.2 Calorimetric signature of the LLT  
A LLT must be visible in the thermodynamic functions of the system, when it is 
considered as a phase transition. When looking at the specific heat capacity of a 
system, a first order transition causes a singularity, a second order transition leads 
to a discontinuity at the transition temperature. Wei et al. [3] and Stolpe et al. [82] 
have shown that the LLT in Zr- based glass-forming liquids exhibit an endothermic 
peak in Cp. In the present system, the enthalpic signature of the LLT is found in the 
glassy state for standard cooling rates. As the signal of the transition smears out 
and vanishes in the noise of the measurement if the sample is cooled with the 
quasi-static cooling protocol used during synchrotron measurements at the ESRF, 
the signal can only be found in ex situ measurements. By enthalpy recovery 
measurements after isothermal treatment for different times at several temperatures 
below Tg, our research group could show that the two liquid phases possess 
different heat capacities as described in section 4.2.1 [219]. Figure 5-18 shows the 
heat capacity of the glassy, crystalline, supercooled and liquid state (open squares, 
triangles, red diamonds and black circles respectively). These data show a step of 
the specific heat capacity at Tg of approximately 20 J (g-atom K)
-1, which 
corresponds to a rather fragile liquid (see e.g. [51]). But when annealing the 
material below 375.5 K for a long time, the released enthalpy is significantly lower 
than above. This can be explained by a significant decrease of the specific heat 
capacity at lower temperatures, which is associated to the LLT from a fragile high 
temperature liquid with a larger specific heat capacity to a strong low temperature 
liquid with a smaller specific heat capacity. The heat capacity values of the two 
different liquids are shown as grey and blue diamonds in Figure 5-18.  
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Figure 5-18: The molar heat capacity of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy as a function of 
temperature, measured with the step method for the glassy (squares), the crystalline 
(triangles), the supercooled liquid (circles) and liquid state (hexagons). The alloy 
exhibits an increase of the molar heat capacity of about 20 J (g-atom K)-1 from the glass 
into the liquid upon heating. Through enthalpy recovery measurements after different 
annealing times at several temperatures, the molar heat capacity can be determined (see 
section 3.3) and is given by the grey filled circles for the fragile and by the blue filled 
circles for the strong liquid. The figure is reproduced from [219].  
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5.2.3 Structural evolution in the supercooled liquid, the stable 
liquid and during the LLT 
Beside the dynamics and thermodynamics of the liquid, the structural evolution has 
been investigated using XRD in the stable liquid as well as in the supercooled 
liquid. The supercooled liquid state has been investigated using the same quasi-
static cooling protocol, which has been used during the XPCS measurements. The 
structure of the stable liquid is investigated during continuous cooling with 0.33 K 
s-1.  
Figure 5-19 shows the (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 in the glass, the deeply supercooled and 
the stable equilibrium liquid above the liquidus temperature Tl. At low 
temperatures, bulk samples, which were produced with different cooling rates, 
were heated with 0.33 K s-1 from the glassy state into the supercooled liquid. Both 
samples exhibit a significant change of the slope of (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 at the glass 
transition which occurs for the two samples at different temperatures due to the 
different cooling rate upon casting the samples. The most salient feature is the large 
difference in the temperature dependence of (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 in the deeply 
supercooled liquid and in the stable equilibrium liquid. This large difference is in 
stark contrast to what is observed in Zr- based metallic glasses. There, the slope of 
(Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 is very similar close to the glass transition and in the high 
temperature liquid [3,82], despite the occurring liquid-liquid transition. For this 
reason, the change in the slope seems not to be associated to a liquid-liquid 
transition. It could be the result of a continuous change in this value in the same 
liquid structure. If this is the case, the structural data agree with the dynamic 
measurements on the fragile phase observed above 389 K in XPCS, DMA and 
Couette rheometry (see section 5.1.6)  
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Figure 5-19: (Q1max(Tref)/Q1max)3 in the glass and in the deeply supercooled liquid region 
(triangles and squares) and in the equilibrium liquid (blue circles and red squares). The 
temperature dependence of (Q1max(Tref)/Q1max)3 is significantly steeper in the supercooled 
liquid than in the equilibrium liquid as indicated by the dashed lines [230].  
 
The quasi-static cooling protocol in the ultra-viscous state, which was applied to 
reveal the dynamical crossover at 389 K by shifting Tg to lower temperatures using 
XPCS, was reproduced to investigate the structural evolution during the crossover. 
Figure 5-20 shows the evolution of (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 as a function of temperature 
upon quasi-static cooling as blue diamonds. As can be seen upon cooling in the 
supercooled liquid, (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 shows an anomalous increase, which cannot 
be associated to a glass transition for several reasons: (a) the glass transition is 
expected to occur at 380 K, so well below the start of the anomalous increase due 
to the slow cooling protocol (see Figure 5-3). 
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Figure 5-20: Changes in (Q1max(Tref)/Q1max) as a function of temperature. The changes 
which occur during the quasi-static cooling are shown as blue diamonds. The changes 
during cooling with a constant rate of 1.5 K min-1 are shown as green triangles. The 
expected progress for a standard glass transition with the cooling rate of the quasi-static 
cooling protocol is shown as grey dashed line. The figure is reproduced from [234]. 
(b) The appearance of a glass transition is completely different. As can be seen 
from the green triangles in Figure 5-20, Tg occurs at 390 K for the applied cooling 
rate of 1.5 K min-1 and results in a kink from a steep to a shallower temperature 
dependence. For this reason, at Tg for the applied quasi-static cooling such a kink 
would be expected at 380 K as indicated by the grey dashed line.  
The different behavior in the peak position of the FSDP of S(Q) during the quasi-
static cooling and the continuous cooling with 1.5 K min-1 is visualized in Figure 
5-21. It is clearly visible, that the peak position increases between 396 K and 385 K 
upon cooling continuously with 1.5 K min-1 (left panel), whereas the opposite is 
happening during the quasi-static protocol (right panel). 
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Figure 5-21: Evolution of the peak position of the FSDP during continuous cooling with 
1.5 K min-1 (left panel) and upon quasi-static cooling (right panel) between 396 K and 385 
K, where the LLT occurs. When the liquid is cooled fast enough, the LLT is preempted by 
the glass transition and the peak position increases with decreasing temperature as 
expected due to the thermal contraction during cooling (left panel). If the material is cooled 
quasi-statically, the glass transition is shifted to lower temperatures and the material 
undergoes a LLT which results in a decreasing peak position upon cooling (right panel).  
 
The increase in (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 is not the signature of Tg but of the liquid-liquid 
transition from a fragile to a strong liquid, which was already suggested from 
dynamical and enthalpy recovery experiments. The same kind of discontinuity in 
(Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 has been observed during a LLT in a Zr-based alloys by our 
research group [3] and is illustrated in Figure 2-20. 
5.2.4 The glass transition of the strong phase 
Tg of the new built strong phase occurs below 385.5 K where it freezes upon 
cooling with 7 K min-1 into a glass, which has a comparable temperature 
dependence of (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 as the glass of the fragile liquid frozen-in at 390 
K upon faster cooling (see Figure 5-20). The material behaves like a glass below 
385.5 K. 
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Figure 5-22: TTCF at 380 K. The diagonal broadens for about 2800 s before it stays 
constant. The figure is reprinted from [234].  
As can be seen from Figure 5-22, the dynamics is not stationary anymore. After 
cooling the material from 385.5 K to 380 K with 7 K min-1, the TTCF broadens, 
which is a clear sign of aging. The frozen liquid starts to evolve towards the 
supercooled liquid and equilibrates after approximately 2800 s. The same can be 
seen in the structure of the material. Figure 5-23 illustrates the evolution of 
(Q1
max(tinitial)/Q1
max(t))3 at 380 K after cooling from 385.5 K. Analog to the 
dynamics, (Q1
max(tinitial)/Q1
max(t))3 decreases due to aging for about 2500 s before it 
stays constant as the material has reached the supercooled liquid again.  
From this observation it is clear, that the strong liquid which has been built during 
the liquid-liquid transition, possesses a glass transition temperature, which is very 
similar to the one of the fragile liquid. But as Tg is a kinetic event, a direct 
comparison of the glass transition temperatures of the two liquids is difficult due to 
the occurring liquid-liquid transition. When applying high cooling rates, the fragile 
liquid is frozen in. When applying low cooling rates, the LLT occurs and the strong 
liquid is frozen.  
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Figure 5-23: Normalized changes in the peak position of the FSDP as a function of 
temperature at 380 K during an isothermal measurement. The peak position changes during 
aging over the first 2500 s. Afterwards, the aging stops as the material has entered the 
supercooled liquid.  
After this short parenthesis about the glass transition of the strong phase, the nature 
of the liquid-liquid transition is discussed in the following section.  
5.2.5 The liquid-liquid transition in comparison to Zr-based 
alloys 
The change in (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3, which is shown 
in Figure 5-20, is reminiscent of what has been observed during a LLT in the 
Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 glass-forming alloy upon cooling at about 830 K [3] (see 
Figure 2-20). Similar behavior has been observed in the Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 
glass-forming alloy [82]. The slope in (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 is very similar above and 
below the transition, with a discontinuity during the LLT. Additionally, the 
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structural changes during the LLT in the Zr-based and the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloys are accompanied by similar changes in the 
dynamics in terms of fragility. In the Au-based alloy the fragility changes upon 
cooling from D*= 8.9±0.4 in the high temperature fragile liquid to D*= 23.1±0.8 in 
the low temperature strong liquid below the LLT. The Zr- based alloys exhibit 
changes from D*between 10-12 in the fragile to D* > 20 in the strong liquid 
[82,97].  
Due to the dynamical and structural measurements, the transitions seem to be 
phenomenologically the same for the Zr- based and the Au-based alloys. But there 
is a difference which should be mentioned. In the Zr-based alloys, the transition 
occurs 400 K to 700 K above the conventional glass transition, whereas it occurs at 
temperatures around the glass transition in the Au-based alloy. This leads lead to 
completely different impact of the LLT in terms of energy. According to Tanaka 
[88], 𝑇𝐿𝐿𝑇 =
∆𝐸−𝑝∆ṽ
∆𝑆
 (see section 2.5.1). The volume change between fragile and 
strong liquid can be neglected as it has been shown that no macroscopic density 
change is visible for Zr-based alloys [3,82]. Additionally, it has been shown, that 
the ΔS due to the ordering process during the LLT [77,81] is smaller for the Au- 
than for the Zr-based alloys [219]. As a direct consequence of the lower transition 
temperature, the ordering energy ΔE in the formula given above must be 
significantly lower in the Au- alloy than in the Zr-based alloys. 
5.2.6 The order of the transition 
The transition appears very differently in terms of dynamics and structure. In the 
dynamics, the transition occurs abruptly at 389 K, whereas the structure changes 
continuously between 395.5 K and 385.5 K. Within this temperature interval 
(Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 increases continuously upon cooling as a function of 
temperature.  
Due to the long isotherms, which were performed during the quasi-static cooling 
protocol, there is a lot of structural information about the peak position of the 
FSDP and its shape, which can help to elucidate the nature of the transition. 
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Figure 5-24: Temporal evolution of (Q1max(Tref)/Q1max)3 (a) and FWHM (b) during 
isotherms between 395.5 and 385.5 K. All data are vertically shifted for clarity. While 
(Q1max(Tref)/Q1max)3 is constant, the FWHM slightly increases with time in the crossover 
region. At 380 K, both parameters decrease due to the equilibration at short times from the 
glass. 
Figure 5-24 shows the temporal evolution of (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 (panel a) and the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the FSDP (panel b) at different 
temperatures within the transition range and during the aging of the glass at 380 K.  
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Figure 5-25: Temporal evolution of the FWHM of the FSDP at 380 K during aging of the 
quenched-in glass into the supercooled liquid. As can be seen the peak sharpens upon 
annealing indicating ordering processes in the material.  
The aging behavior at 380 K is shown in purple (at the bottom of each panel) to 
relate the structural changes during the isotherms in the transition region to 
structural changes during aging. 
During aging (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 decreases slightly due to densification of the 
material. The FWHM decreases significantly as the aging results in ordering 
processes as configurations, which were frozen-in on a high energy state age out 
leading to a sharpening of the FSDP and accordingly to a decrease in the FWHM. 
This decrease of the FWHM of the FSDP is illustrated in Figure 5-25. The FSDP 
sharpens as a function of the annealing time.  
In comparison to the changes during aging at 380 K, the changes during the 
isotherms within the transition region from one liquid structure to the other are 
small. In the entire transition region (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 does not change as a 
function of time at any temperature, indicating that the structural equilibration 
occurs relatively fast before the start of each measurement when the annealing 
temperature is reached. The development of the FWHM is different. Down to 391 
K, the FWHM does not change with time and stays constant as also shown in 
Figure 5-26. But from 390 K downwards, the FWHM increases with time for each 
temperature. This is shown exemplarily in Figure 5-27 for 389 K. The FWHM 
increases slightly upon annealing.  
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Figure 5-26: Temporal evolution of the FWHM of the FSDP at 391 K during annealing. 
The FSDP keeps a constant FWHM with no visible changes.  
 
Figure 5-27: Temporal evolution of the FWHM of the FSDP at 389 K during annealing. 
The FSDP broadens due to structural changes during the LLT.  
The fact that bulk samples behave strong and ribbons behave fragile, which has 
been discussed in section 5.1.6 indicates, that the bulk material has transformed 
upon cooling during the processing of the samples, whereas in melt-spun material 
the fragile liquid is frozen-in and the LLT is suppressed. This strengthens the idea 
that a first order phase transition is observed as an undercooling of the fragile phase 
below this temperature is possible. 
When looking at the structural changes during the transition upon quasi-static 
cooling (see Figure 5-20) the increase in (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 occurs over a 
temperature interval of 10 K. Within this temperature range (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 
does not change with time during the isothermal annealing (see Figure 5-24). This 
fact suggests a transition through a region where both liquid structures coexist in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. If that would not be the case and only the strong phase 
would be stable, the transformation should continue also during the isotherms. The 
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increase in the FWHM in the transition region (see Figure 5-24b) indicates that 
there are smaller structural rearrangements going on during the isotherms, which 
do not affect the density. The abrupt change in the dynamics (see Figure 5-11) 
occurs at 389 K in the middle of the structural transition range between 395.5 and 
385.5 K. The bend could occur at a single temperature as at this point the strong 
liquid becomes dominant in terms of dynamics leading to the stronger behavior at 
lower temperatures. But there is a strong argument, which opposes this 
interpretation. Even if the two liquids possess the same density, the intensity auto-
correlation function should exhibit a two-step behavior, when the dynamics of two 
liquids with different relaxation times is studied at the same time, which is not the 
case.  
Therefore, the order and nature of the liquid-liquid transition, is difficult to 
determine. There are several indications that the transition is a first order transition, 
but whether it passes through a two-phase region remains unclear as well as the 
critical temperature of the transition (see next section 5.2.7).  
Figure 5-28 shows the time-temperature-transition (TTT) diagram of the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy. The crystallization events in the TTT diagram were 
determined using a FDSC. The crystallization behavior was investigated 
isothermally by cooling the material with 6000 K s-1 from 823 K through the 
liquidus temperature at 664 K [161] to the desired temperature [218]. The results fit 
very well with the results from Pogatscher et al. [217] concerning the 
crystallization behavior and the critical cooling rate of approximately 600 K s-1. 
Wang et al. [171] determined the critical cooling rate to be 1000 K s-1 using a very 
small sample mass of around 250 ng. The mass, which is used, influences the 
crystallization behavior. The smaller the sample, the higher the critical cooling rate, 
which is needed to circumvent the crystallization as surface effects, which facilitate 
crystallization, become more important [217]. This is the reason, why the cooling 
curve of the amorphous 5 mm rod, which has a sample mass of several grams cuts 
the crystallization nose of the FDSC measurements.  
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Figure 5-28: TTT diagram of the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 glass-forming liquid. The 
liquidus temperature is 664 K [161].The critical cooling rate of the alloy for small samples 
is determined in a Flash DSC to be between 1000 Ks-1[171] (black, dashed line) and 600 
Ks-1 [217,218] (black, dotted line). The cooling protocol of a 5 mm thick rod is given as 
the solid black line. The crystallization behavior is determined using DSC and FDSC [218] 
(filled squares, circles and triangles). The glass transition is determined from XRD results, 
FDSC (open circles) upon cooling and DSC open triangles upon heating. The VFT 
function of the fragile (blue, solid line) and strong liquid (blue, dashed line) are inserted as 
well.  
As the strong liquid is frozen upon processing the bulk samples like a 5 mm rod 
and the fragile liquid is frozen in the FDSC and during melt spinning with cooling 
rates above 600 K s-1, the LLT seems to be of first order, which is the working 
basis for the discussion about the critical temperature of the transition in the 
following section. 
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5.2.7 The critical temperature of the LLT 
If the transition is assumed to be of first order, then there is a critical temperature 
below which the strong liquid phase is thermodynamically stable. This temperature 
is crucial for the understanding of the transition, but it is very difficult to 
determine. 
The laboratory-based techniques, like DMA, DSC, and TMA, probe only the 
dynamics of the phase, which was formed during the processing. From those ex-
situ measurements, we can speculate that the fragile liquid is frozen-in when 
forming ribbons with a cooling rate of 106 K s-1 and the strong liquid is frozen-in 
when we cast bulk samples with 50 K s-1, as we have discussed in the previous 
sections. This suggestion is straight forward as only samples with different cooling 
rates are compared in terms of their dynamics and the rapidly cooled samples 
behave fragile, whereas the slowly cooled samples behave strong. 
The XPCS and XRD measurements were the only measurements, in which the 
transition was observed in-situ. The transition has been observed after heating a 
melt-spun ribbon very slowly from room temperature into the supercooled liquid at 
395.5 K and then cooled quasi-statically. The LLT occurred in terms of dynamics 
at 389 K. When the transition is of first order, there are only two possible scenarios 
where the critical temperature could lie. It could be at 389 K or higher.  
Figure 5-29 shows the TTT diagram schematically for the scenario, where the 
critical temperature of the transition would be 389 K. As can be seen, the casting 
process of the ribbon avoids the formation of the strong phase. Then, the ribbon is 
heated very slowly with long isotherms as described in section 4.1. The material 
equilibrated upon heating at 393 K, so above the critical temperature. During the 
quasi-static cooling protocol, the material transforms into the strong liquid as soon 
as temperature falls below the critical temperature of 389 K. 
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Figure 5-29: Schematic TTT diagram of scenario 1, where the critical temperature of the 
LLT is 389 K (dotted line). The solid line describes the thermal protocol in which the LLT 
was observed in-situ during XPCS and XRD synchrotron measurements. The dashed line 
describes the thermal protocol of a bulk sample. The solid black nose is the crystallization 
nose. The solid green nose is the nose of the strong liquid. 
If this scenario would be the case, then transformation nose of the LLT is very 
close to the critical temperature implying a small interfacial energy difference 
between the two liquids, relatively large driving force and a fast transformation 
process despite the sluggish dynamics with relaxation times in the range of 100 s. 
Additionally, when bulk samples are cast, the liquid would have to undergo the 
transition below 389 K, which is lower than the expected glass transition of the 
fragile liquid phase for this cooling rates. According to Figure 5-3 the glass 
transition temperature upon cooling is well above 400 K for cooling rates of 10 K s-
1 to 100 K s-1. Therefore, the fragile liquid would form a glass and the glass of the 
fragile liquid would have to transform into a glass of the strong liquid. This fact 
makes this scenario not impossible but unlikely. In the light of Angell’s “Big 
Picture” [7], which is illustrated in Figure 2-15, this scenario would be an example 
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of the transition from fragile to intermediate behavior. At high cooling rates the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 glass-forming liquid behaves like a fragile glass-former 
(see Figure 2-15c). The glass transition occurs upon cooling at higher temperatures 
than the critical temperature of the LLT, which would be 389 K. When looking at 
the quasi-static cooling, the glass transition is shifted to temperatures below the 
critical temperature of the LLT, which then occurs in the supercooled liquid state 
above Tg. This is the behavior of intermediate glass-formers (see Figure 2-15b). 
Figure 5-30 shows the schematic TTT diagram of the second scenario, where the 
critical temperature is significantly higher than 389 K. It is set arbitrarily. In this 
case, the casting process avoids the formation of the strong phase as in the first 
scenario. Upon heating, the material equilibrates at 393 K into the SCL as well. 
The main difference is that the fragile liquid is thermodynamically less favorable 
than the strong phase at all temperatures below the critical temperature. For this 
reason, it is only a question of time, when the transition occurs during the quasi-
static cooling protocol. In this scenario, the fragile liquid can transform at higher 
temperatures into the strong phase during the processing of bulk samples and 
makes it more likely than the previous discussed scenario. According to Angell’s 
“Big Picture” [7], the material is an intermediate glass-former no matter what 
cooling rate is applied. The critical temperature of the LLT is always higher than 
Tg. But when the transition is of first order, a high cooling rate can suppress the 
transformation due to the sluggish kinetics in that temperature range.  
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Figure 5-30: Schematic TTT diagram of scenario 2, where the critical temperature of the 
LLT is higher than 389 K (dotted line). The temperature is chosen arbitrarily. The solid 
line describes the thermal protocol in which the LLT was observed in-situ during XPCS 
and XRD synchrotron measurements. The dashed line describes the thermal protocol of a 
bulk sample. The solid black nose is the crystallization nose. The solid green nose is the 
nose of the strong liquid.  
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6 Summary and conclusion 
The aging behavior of the glass, which was discussed in chapter 4 gives evidence 
for a complex aging behavior on the microscopic scale, which is qualitatively 
reflected by the macroscopic enthalpy recovery measurements. Due to the slow 
heating protocol the glass gets trapped in a deep energy minimum, which is why it 
does not equilibrate even if it is annealed for many times longer than the relaxation 
time of the liquid.  
In the supercooled liquid, the different measurement techniques clearly indicate a 
liquid-liquid transition. During XPCS and XRD measurements upon quasi-static 
cooling the transition can be observed in-situ. Based on XPCS, DMA, TMA and 
Couette rheometry, a clear change in the dynamics from a very fragile liquid, 
which is stable from the equilibrium liquid above the liquidus temperature down to 
temperatures in vicinity of the glass transition to a strong liquid is obvious (see 
Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-17). The structural changes occur in the same temperature 
range where the dynamical cross-over occurs, indicating a direct connection 
between the two phenomena (see Figure 6-1). Additionally, the enthalpic signature 
of the transition has also been observed ex-situ in enthalpy recovery measurements, 
where a change of the heat capacity between the two liquids has been shown (see 
Figure 5-18). 
The fact that both liquids can be frozen-in during the processing of the 
Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy indicates a first order transition between a high 
temperature fragile liquid and a low temperature strong liquid. When the dynamical 
and structural crossovers during the quasi-static cooling are compared as shown in 
Figure 6-1, one main difference stands out. The structure ((Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3) 
changes constantly within a range of 10 K, whereas the dynamical crossover occurs 
at a well-defined temperature, when the increase in (Q1
max(Tref)/Q1
max)3 has 
happened to 50%. 
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Figure 6-1: (a) Temperature dependence of τ measured by XPCS (circles) and DMA 
(triangles). The LLT occurs at 389 K leading to two regimes with distinct fragilities 
(magnified in the inset). (b) Temperature dependence of the relative shift 
(Q1max(Tref)/Q1max)3 of the FSDP measured with XRD by continuous cooling with 1.5 K 
min-1 (green triangles), and by applying the quasi-static protocol used for the XPCS data 
(blue diamonds). The grey dashed line shows the standard behavior that one would have 
expected to see in absence of the LLT. The figure is reproduced from [234]. 
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In the light of Tanaka’s two-state model based on locally ordered structures (see 
section 2.5.1), the change in the dynamics is expected to happen exactly when the 
structure consists to 50% of the locally ordered structure. This is one of the 
boundary conditions for the transition. At that point the locally more ordered 
structure (strong liquid phase) dominates the dynamics of the system. But the 
missing two-step behavior in the intensity auto-correlation function questions this 
idea and a coherent description of the transition cannot be made. Assuming a first 
order phase transition between the two liquids, schematic time-temperature-
transition diagrams have been prepared (see Figure 5-29 and Figure 5-30) to 
discuss whether the critical temperature of the transition is 389 K or lies at higher 
temperatures. Although both scenarios are possible, scenario 2 (Figure 5-30), 
where the critical temperature is assumed to be significantly higher than 389 K, 
appears to be more coherent with the observations. 
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7 Outlook 
The LLT in the Au49Cu26.9Si16.3Ag5.5Pd2.3 alloy has been revealed as the main result 
of this work. It can stimulate the discussion whether a liquid exhibits a divergence 
in properties like structural relaxation time below Tg [71] or not [240–242], as such 
a transition could occur in any liquid below its glass transition. If it occurs in any 
liquid, the transition lowers the temperature at which the properties diverge, which 
could lead to the prevention any divergence at temperatures above 0 K. For the 
investigation of liquids in the relaxation time regime of the glass transition, 
synchrotron-based techniques like XPCS are a key tool to investigate the dynamics 
of liquids and glasses as these techniques possess the highest resolution by far. To 
push the frontier of our experimental possibilities, the quality of the synchrotron 
radiation is continuously improved. In the specific case of the ESRF, the upcoming 
upgrade will result in a fourth generation synchrotron source [173,243]. Due to 
significant improvements of the synchrotron radiation and the improved detector 
technology, the contrast and the temporal resolution will improve several orders of 
magnitude. Therefore, faster dynamics will be measurable at higher beam energies. 
But the quantum leap will be the use of free electron lasers which will improve the 
coherent flux of the radiation by five orders of magnitude and the average 
brilliance by at least two orders of magnitude with respect to synchrotron radiation 
[172,244]. Especially for XPCS, this evolution will widen the field of application 
significantly to faster dynamics and hopefully make his contribution to deepen our 
understanding of the dynamics of liquids and the understanding of LLTs. 
But despite the improvements in synchrotron radiation, the main task will be to 
resolve the structure of liquids. It appears that the physical origin of LLTs and the 
question if there is a divergence below Tg can only be understood and predicted 
when the structure of liquids and their glasses can be described. Considering that, 
the increasing potential of computer-based simulation must be used to support the 
experimental progress or even guide the way for new experiments.  
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Besides the scientific progress which has been made by investigating the alloy, 
there is an industrial interest to solve the tarnishing problem of the alloy to make its 
unique properties regarding hardness, color and processing accessible for jewelry 
applications as it. For this reason, several derivates of the alloy have been 
developed to solve the tarnishing problem [161].  
For amorphous metals in general, there is an increasing interest to get the unique 
mechanical properties into industrial applications as the superior casting properties 
and decreasing wrought material costs make e.g. Zr-, Cu-, Fe-, Ti- based 
amorphous metals competitive in the field of small high-strength components. 
Precious metal alloys based on platinum, palladium and gold become increasingly 
interesting for jewelry and luxuries like watches. Recently a new class of 
amorphous alloys have been developed, which could lower the barriers of entry 
into the market for amorphous metals [245].  
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